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Resumo 
 

 

  A monitorização de equipamentos de natureza elétrica e mecânica sempre constituiu 

uma preocupação fulcral para os produtores dos mesmos, não sendo a Bosch Termotecnologia 

uma exceção.  Sendo uma das maiores produtoras de sistemas de aquecimento em Portugal, 

tanto para uso doméstico como para ambientes industriais, a deteção de possíveis defeitos a 

nível dos componentes das diferentes máquinas que comercializa, assim como a prevenção 

dos mesmos com rapidez e precisão, torna-se extremamente relevante. No caso específico de 

caldeiras domésticas, existem registos bastante recentes de acidentes em residências devido a 

explosões por parte das mesmas, seja por níveis de água baixos dentro da caldeira, desgaste 

de componentes e válvulas,entre muitos outros fatores. Torna-se portanto extremamente 

necessário efetuar uma manutenção preventiva destas caldeiras, de forma a que não 

constituam um perigo ou inconveniente para o utilizador, e também não exigam custos de 

manutenção desmedidos para as empresas que as produzem. 

 Neste trabalho é apresentado um protótipo para uma aplicação capaz de monitorizar, 

detetar e prevenir falhas em caldeiras domésticas em tempo real. Esta aplicação terá de ser 

capaz de avaliar medições efetuadas por sensores dentro de caldeiras domésticas, as quais são 

enviadas continuamente e sequencialmente, ou seja pela ordem em que são registadas, para 

servidores da Bosch TT.  Com base nos parâmetros registados, a aplicação deverá identificar 

medições cujos valores sejam muito diferentes dos recebidos anteriormente, à medida ques 

estas vão chegando, detetando assim possíveis tendências que evidenciem a ocorrência de 

uma falha a nível de um certo componente da caldeira. Por outro lado, dado que os 

consumidores de caldeiras da Bosch ascendem às centenas de milhares, a aplicação terá de 

conseguir lidar com grandes quantidades de medições, as quais devem ser processadas a  

velocidades na ordem das centenas de milisegundos 

Tendo estes objetivos em vista, um algoritmo de deteção de outliers em contexto de 

data streams foi implementado, em conjunto com o uso de um módulo especificamente 

dedicado ao processamento de dados provenientes de data streams. Posteriormente os dados 

resultantes são etiquetados dependendo da sua natureza e armazenados, sendo que é 

efetuada uma representação visual dos mesmos, para que seja intuitiva a sua descrepância 

relativamente a outros valores. 

  Finalmente, as medições etiquetadas resultantes do uso desta aplicação, são usadas 

para a construção de um modelo de classificação, de forma a apurar quais os atributos que 

foram mais significativos para a distinção entre medições normais e outliers. 

 Os resultados revelaram que o objetivo de deteção e classificação de medições foi 

cumprido, e avaliado para parâmetros diferentes do algoritmo usado, ainda que a sua 

complexidade tenha de ser reduzida para uma aplicação real. Relativamente ao módulo para 

processamento de dados em stream, foram evidenciados os benefícios de processamento de 

dados em paralelo, ainda que bastante trabalho futuro tenha de ser efetuado para escalar a 

aplicação e processar medições de sensores de diferentes caldeiras. 
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Abstract 
 

 

Monitoring electrical and mechanical equipment has always been a major concern for 

a ufa tu es, a d Bos h The ote h olog  is ot a  e eptio . “i e it s o e of the iggest 
producers of heating systems in Portugal, for both domestic and industrial uses and contexts, 

detecting possible defects in components from different machines that it produces, as well as 

preventing these failures from happening, in a very quick and precise manner, becomes 

extremely relevant. Regarding the specific case of domestic water boilers, there are fairly 

recent records of accidents within residences which happened due to water boiler explosions, 

be it because of low water levels within the boiler, the degradation of components and valves, 

as well as many other factors. Because of this fact, it becomes extremely necessary to perform 

p e e ti e ai te a e i  this ki d of e uip e t, so that it does t pose a da ge  o  
inconvenience the user in some way, while not demanding extreme monetary maintenance 

costs from the companies that produce them.  

 In this master thesis an application prototype capable of monitoring, detecting and 

preventing failures in domestic water boilers, in real time, is presented. This application needs 

to be able to evaluate measurements which are performed by sensors within the domestic 

water boilers, measurements which are sent in a continuous and sequential manner to Bosch 

TT servers, that is, in an ordered fashion depending on the time instance in which the 

measurements were done. Based on the registered parameters, the application should be able 

to identify measurements that greatly differ from the ones which were received previously, as 

new data arrives, detecting possible tendencies which might illustrate the occurrence of a 

certain failure in a specific component from the water boiler. On the other hand, given the 

Bosch TT sells boilers to hundreds of thousands of consumers, the application will also have to 

be able to deal with high amounts of measurements from different sources, which have to be 

processed at relatively high speeds, sometimes in a few hundreds of milliseconds.  

Having these goals in mind, an outlier detection algorithm for data streams was 

implemented, together with a specific module dedicated to the processing of data stream 

data. After the processing phase, the resulting measurements are labeled depending on their 

nature, and are stored so that a visual representation of these outlier values can be obtained. 

  Finally, the resulting stored measurements from this application are used to construct 

a classification model, so that an analysis on which attributes were more significant in the 

distinction of measurements between normal and outlier can be done. 

 Results revealed that the objective of detecting and classifying measurements was 

fulfilled, and evaluated for different parameters in the used algorithm, even though its 

complexity has to be diminished so that it can be viable for a real world use case. Regarding 

the module for processing data streams, the benefits of performing parallel data processing 

became evident, even though a fair amount of future work needs to be done in order to scale 

the application and to process measurements from sensors in different water boilers. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
 

1.1) Motivation 

 

One of the major problems faced by manufacturers of domestic equipment and components 

of any kind, is the lack of ways to detect the occurrence of failures in these machines before 

they can pose an inconvenience and sometimes danger, for costumers and workers alike. 

Specifically, the detection of these instances in real time, would provide a significant 

improvement to the perception that a consumer has of a certain company, since, if these 

failures occur, maintenance services can be deployed almost as soon as a failure happens. 

Ideally, by using predictive techniques, detecting these issues before they even happen by 

analyzing the specific metrics that define the behavior of a certain component, becomes a 

desirable goal. 

Another issue faced by many companies, especially the ones that provide products for a 

household, is the fact that the number of machines that have to be monitored, are many times 

in the range of the thousands or even millions. This poses a problem, since the amount of data 

that has to be analyzed can be in the order of several Gigabyte, and needs to be processed in 

mere seconds. 

In the specific case of Bosch Thermotechnology, whose core business is the production and 

selling of domestic and industrial water boilers, as well as other heating equipment, the nature 

of these failures has to do with disruptions in the operation of these machines, in both a 

domestic and industrial context.  

In order to overcome this monitoring problem, Bosch TT has installed sensors within its water 

boilers, in order to record data related to several parameters and how they change over time.  

The challenge for this dissertation will be therefore, to find ways to analyze and deal with  

great volumes of data in real time from these boiler sensors, in order to detect the occurrence 

of sensor observations that fall out of the normal behavior. After that, an examination of 

which boiler components might be related to the occurrence can be done, so that 

maintenance services can be carried out. 

1.2) Objectives 

 

The main objective for this project was the development of an analytical backend application, 

capable of processing streams of data in real time, detecting outliers within them, which 
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signify the occurrence of failures in a water boiler in different contexts. After this detection has 

been achieved, an analysis on the components responsible for that failure has to be done, 

ideally also in real time, so that this information can be passed on to maintenance services, so 

that they act to solve these issues. 

The application must be able to support real-time analysis of data from more than 50,000 

heating systems, interconnected by an IP address, which means that the application will have 

to be horizontally scalable, as well as highly tolerant to node failures in distributed computing 

scenarios. 

1.3) Outline 

 

 After this introduction, a literature review is presented in Chapter 2, first providing definitions 

for general concepts regarding real time data streams as well as an overview of what outliers 

are in the context of Data Mining. Still in Chapter 2, definitions regarding the most common 

data mining algorithms are provided, as well as an overview of specific algorithms for outlier 

detection in data streams and the different modules suited for the processing of very fast, high 

volume data, with good fault tolerance 

 In Chapter 3, the proposed methodology for this project as well as an overview of the 

architecture for this application is given. First an analysis of the online outlier detection phase 

is given, followed by a description of an offline phase, design to extract relevant information 

that could not be retrieved otherwise. 

Finally, in Chapter 4, the results for this application performance are analyzed, first regarding 

the used methodology for outlier detection in data streams, then the overall advantages of 

using the proposed module for data processing, and finally the results of the offline phase and 

the knowledge added to the application derived from it. 

Chapter 5 presents the conclusions taken from these results and the overall use of this 

application, as well as suggestions for future work. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 
 

 A considerable amount of research has been conducted on the field of Data Mining, be it for 

static or dynamic datasets. For this dissertation, an analysis of specific methodologies to 

handle streaming data is of particular interest, and also how they differ from the ones used in 

offline, static learning situations. These u i ue ha a te isti s a  go f o  the data s fast 
reception and processing rate requirements, to the fact that only small chunks of data are 

available at a certain point in time.   

In this chapter, an overall comprehensive description on the nature of data streams is 

presented, their singular characteristics and how knowledge can be extracted from them. 

Secondly, an overview of different outlier types and detection techniques is given for general 

online and batch learning cases. Next, a series of algorithms specifically design for outlier 

detection in data streams are discussed. Finally, a comparison is done between two different 

open source data stream processing engines and their specific modules, in order to benchmark 

them and find which best fits the needs for this dissertation later on. 

2.1) Data Streams 

 

2.1.1) Data Stream Models 

Data streams can be defined as a collection of data points that are sequentially available, that 

is, in a continuous fashion. Each one possesses specific attribute values that describe the 

evolution of a certain process [1]. 

Due to its transient and dynamic nature, the process of querying data streams is very different 

than the one used for traditional databases, as with streams there is a need to constantly 

update queries with each new input that enters the management system in real time, as can 

be seen in Figure 2.1 [2]. 

 Some of the main differences from static databases to data streams include [1]: 

1) The data elements in the stream arrive on-line; 

2) The system has no control over the order in which data elements arrive, either within a data 

stream or across data streams; 

3) Data streams are potentially unbound in size; 
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4) Once an element from a data stream has been processed, it is discarded or stored.  It cannot 

be retrieved easily unless it is explicitly stored in memory, which is small relative to the size of 

the stream. 

   

 

2.1.2) Computing Statistics from Data Streams  

 Data streams are potentially infinite, which brings significant constraints for their analysis in 

terms of available memory, which in theory needs to be equally unbounded. Another issue is 

that the processing speed for each new data point in the stream needs to be high enough for 

practical use, that is, so that statistical information can be derived from them that will be 

useful in near real time situations. 

  To address the difficulties presented, two main techniques were designed to compress and 

divide these data streams into segments, as proposed by in [1]: Sliding Windows and Data 

Reduction. These segments resemble the original data stream in their structure, and thus 

provide quite reasonable statistical approximations for whatever parameter that has to be 

measured.  

In the case of a sliding window, a data structure similar to a list of fixed size, is created and 

moves through the data stream, acquiring its newest values and dropping old ones, to 

compute an accurate statistical analysis for the present time. 

 

 

 Consider a window of a certain fixed size as presented in figure 2.2 [1]. Whenever a new data 

point j is observed, the window will drop the last element from the sequence, which is the 

oldest data point registered in the window. This is what is called a sequence based window. 

 Another manner, in which sliding windows of fixed size can be applied, is by using a 

timestamp based approach, in which a window records all the elements that arrive from a 

Figure 2.1: Architecture for a data stream management system [2] 

Figure 2.2: Sliding Window [1] 
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certain time instance  u til the p ese t. “o i  this ase, the i do s size is defi ed ot i  
terms of data points, but in terms of duration. 

 For example, if the window has a certain duration d in minutes, it will record all the data 

points in the interval [t -d, t ] in which  is the present time. When one minute passes, the 

window will drop the elements from [ − , + − ], and record new ones from [ , +1]. 

Now, the window contains all the elements in the interval [t +1-d, t +1] [1]. 

There are many other methods in order to derive statistics from data streams besides using a 

sliding window. Specifically, there are three that are more predominantly used: Sampling, 

Synopsys and Histograms and Wavelets. 

Sampling 

 As its name indicates, sampling is a type of data reduction methodology which consists, in the 

case of data streams, on taking a subset of data points from a data stream and analyzing only 

the collected observations, discarding all the others in statistical computations. These data 

points are updated at periodic time intervals at which a random instance within the sample is 

replaced by a new random instance from the real stream of data. The major issue of using this 

approach is that, although it makes data processing much simpler, if the data subset is not 

representative of the overall data stream, than the statistics derived from it can be incorrect.  

Synopsys and Histograms 

Summarization techniques used to construct attribute value probability distributions based on 

their frequency within a data stream. It is useful to assert which values are more common to 

be observed in a data stream, as well as the opposite.  

Wavelets  

Much like Fourier Transforms, Wavelet Transforms have the objective of representing any type 

of signal, in this case a data stream function of data points, as a sum of multiple wave-like 

functions, with different scales and at different positions along the time axis. Effectively, the 

data stream is reduced to a small set of coefficients that loose little to no information from the 

original stream, and thus computations become much simpler. Wavelets are particularly useful 

in order to detect trends in time series data streams for example, by analyzing its coefficients.   
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2.2) Outlier Detection 

 

2.2.1) Outlier Definition and Types  

 Outliers are patterns or single data points, from a set of data, which do not fit the scope of 

normal behavior. 

 Taking figure 2.3 as an example, a two dimensional space is presented (data points are 

defined by two parameters) in which there are two major aggregations of data points, N1 and 

N , hi h a  e alled No al G oups . The way in which these normal groups are 

constructed is discussed below. 

 

 

 Point and  however fall out of the normal observations, since they are very different 

f o  the o al g oup alues, so the  a e alled Outlie s . Usuall , the o e a o al the 
value, the more relevance it presents (in the case of  for example) whereas when a data 

point falls just slightly out of the norm, it becomes increasingly hard to know if it is indeed a 

significant outlier, or just noise in the measurements. [3] 

 The small outlier group  is particularly interesting, as it can be an indicator of a novel 

concept. It illustrates a change in behavior that might show a change in the data point values 

trend. 

When trying to detect outliers, there are three great types that should be considered: 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3:  Example of Normal (N1,N2) and Outlier Groups(O1,O2,O3) [3] 
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Outlier Type Illustrative Example Description 

Point Outlier  

 

 

 

If an individual data 

instance can be 

considered as 

anomalous with respect 

to the rest of the data, 

then the instance is 

termed as a point 

outlier. For example a 

temperature of 50ºC 

inside a fridge. 

It is the simplest kind of 

outlier and the easiest 

to detect. [4] 

Contextual 

Outlier 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Like point outliers, these 

outliers are also 

individual data 

instances, but are 

defined with respect to 

a specific context and 

neighboring data points 

[3]. For example, a 30ºC 

temperature in the 

Summer is not 

uncommon for Portugal, 

but it is an outlier during 

the Winter. 

 

Collective 

Outlier 

  

If a collection of related 

data instances is 

anomalous with respect 

to the entire data set, it 

is termed as a collective 

outlier. The individual 

data instances may not 

be outliers by 

themselves, but their 

occurrence together as 

a collection is 

anomalous. A constant 

sequence of values for a 

heartbeat might mean 

something is wrong [4] 

 

  

  

Table 2.1: Types of Outliers [4]  
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2.3) General Learning Approaches in Data Mining  

 

2.3.1) Online, Incremental and Batch Learning 

An online learning algorithm receives a sequence of data points one-by-one. On each online-

learning cycle, the algorithm receives an instance and predicts its label using an internal 

hypothesis, which it keeps in memory. Then, the algorithm receives the correct label 

corresponding to the instance, and uses the new instance-label pair to update and improve its 

internal hypothesis. There is no notion of statistical generalization, as the algorithm is only 

expected to accurately predict the labels of examples it receives as input [5].  

 Incremental learning can receive batches of data of different sizes at different time instances 

and it may call upon data points that were already received and stored in memory to perform 

calculations. As a side note, an online learning algorithm, as is many times confused in 

literature, is not the same as an incremental learning algorithm, since in online learning a 

single data point is received and processed at a time, with the intent of labelling that data 

point at the end of the algorithms execution. 

Batch learning relies on chuncks of data to train a certain model. Relationships and statistics 

for the model are learned from a training dataset and are then used to label test data. As it can 

be seen, this type of learning is very common when dealing with static data of which there 

exists prior knowledge of. 

2.3.2) Unsupervised, Supervised and Semi-supervised Learning 

2.3.2.1) Supervised Learning Techniques 

Supervised techniques assume the availability of a training dataset, that is, a static significant 

group of data points that were previously collected and labeled for different classes, in this 

case for normal and outlier classes. [3] 

 The first step is to construct a model based on the training dataset. After that, the constructed 

model is used with unseen data instances from the static or data stream test instances, 

separating the data points into normal observations and outliers.  

Classification 

Data classification is one of the categories in supervised learning alongside regression, and of 

most interest to this dissertation. It is a two-step process in which a classification model is built 

describing a predetermined set of data classes. This is the learning step where a classification 

algorithm builds the classifier by analyzing a training set made up of labeled data points. The 

class label attribute is discrete-valued and unordered. It is categorical in that each value serves 

as a category or class. The individual instances making up the training set are referred to as 

training tuples and are selected from the database under analysis. [6] 

In the table 2.2, the fundamental types of classifiers are described, as well as their general 

applications.  
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Classification 

Method 

Illustrative Example Description 

Neural Nets 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 A neural network is a set of connected nodes in 

which each connection has a weight associated 

with it. As the network learns from training 

instances, these weights can and are changed 

accordingly [6].  

 

Decision 

Trees  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A decision tree is a tree structure where each 

node signifies a test for a specific attribute and 

each branch represents a splitting criterion, that 

is, a value that an attribute can take. The node 

that stands on top is called the root node. As data 

points are received, their attributes values are 

compared with the ones in the decision tree and 

allocated to a specific class on the last step of the 

decision tree, depending on these values[6]  

 

KNN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Nearest-neighbor classifiers use the notion of 

closeness between data points in order to 

construct classes based on their similarities. By 

using training points which indicate classes, when 

a given unknown instance arrives, a k-nearest-

neighbor classifier searches for the k nearest 

training instances that are closer to this unknown 

instance. Depending on the labels presented by 

those specific training data points, a class can be 

derived for the new data point [6]. Note that 

lose ess  is defi ed i  te s of a dista e 
metric, which is different for numerical and 

categorical attributes respectively. 

 

Figure 2.5: Decision Tree for giving Loans [6] 

Figure 2.4: Neural Network using a                        

Backpropagation Algorithm [6] 

Figure 2.6: Identification of neighbors in KNN [7] 
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Naïve Bayes  

 

 

  

A Naïve Bayesian Classifier works by applying 

Ba es  theo e  ith a ai e  assu ptio  of 
independence between attributes from two data 

points. Given a class variable y and data point 

attributes  through �, Ba es  theo e  states 
the following relationship: [8] 

 

 | , … , � = , … �|, … �  

Using the naive independence assumption that 

�| , , … , �− , �+ , … , � = �| , 

for all i, this relationship is simplified to 

 | , … , � = ∏ �|��=, … �  

Since , … �   is constant given the input, the 

following classification rule can be used: | , … , � ∝ ∏ �|�
�=  

Which implies 

̂ = arg max� ∏ �|�
�=  

 

 

Table 2.2: Overview of different Classification Algorithms 

 

2.3.2.2) Unsupervised Learning Techniques 

Unsupervised learning techniques do not make any assumption about the availability of 

labeled training data, that is, they do not require previously labeled training data in order to 

train models and classify instances. This makes them more widely applicable and cost efficient, 

si e statisti s a out the u la eled data a  e de i ed o  the fl . álso it deals ith the fa t 
that many times the knowledge of the domain is not that extensive as well as with the 

difficulties that some applications have in gathering training data. 

Unsupervised techniques typically suffer from higher false alarm rate though, that is, they label 

normal data points as outliers because often times the underlying assumptions do not hold 

true. [3] 

Clustering 

A cluster is a collection of data objects that are similar to one another within the same cluster 

and are dissimilar to the objects in other clusters. The process of constructing these clusters by 

grouping unlabeled data points with matching attribute values is called clustering. 

Figure 2.7: Bayesian Network for Naïve Bayes in 

Sprinkler Control [9] 
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Since there are no pre-defined rules regarding the data, there are many methods used to 

construct these clusters, depending on the nature of the application the user wants to 

implement. 

 Again an overview of different cluster methodologies is presented. 

Clustering 

Method 

Illustrative Example Description 

 

Partitioning 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Given a data set of N objects, a partitioning method divides 

the data into k groups, which must satisfy the following 

requirements:  
1) each group must contain at least one object  

2) each object must belong to exactly one group; 

 Given a number k of partitions, this method creates an 

initial partitioning and then uses an iterative technique in 

order to group the data points that are more similar to each 

other in the same partition. This results in the creation of 

clusters, providing a distinction between different classes, 

which then can be analyzed and separated as normal and 

outlier classes. 

 

 

 

Hierarchical 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

A hierarchical method creates a hierarchical decomposition 

of a certain dataset, by considering certain attributes more 

relevant than others. It can be classified as being either 

agglomerative or divisive, based on how the hierarchical 

decomposition is formed. 

 

Agglomerative approach- starts with each data point as a 

separate group, and then continuously merges the ones that 

are closer to each other, until all of the groups are merged 

or until a termination condition is reached.  

  

Divisive approach- starts with all of the objects in the same 

cluster, and in each iteration this cluster is split up into 

smaller clusters, until eventually each data point is in one 

cluster, or until a termination condition is reached. [6]  
 

By analysing the sizes of the resulting clusters, they can be 

seperated between outliers and normal groups. 

 

 

 

 

Density-

based 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Most partitioning methods cluster objects based on the 

distance between objects. 

 This  method however,  is based on the notion of density, in 

which the general idea is to analyse the amount of data 

points that are in  the neighbourhood of a certain data point, 

thus forming a cluster. For each data point within a given 

cluster, the neighborhood of a given radius has to contain at 

least a minimum number of points that satisfies a fixed 

amount of density, so that this cluster can be classified as a 

group of normal instances. [6] 

Figure 2.8: Three iterations of the k-means 

algorithm [6] 

Figure 2.10:Neighbouring densities visualization 

[11] 

Figure 2.9: Clustering of letter types [10] 
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Grid-based 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Grid- ased ethods take the data poi ts  spa e depe di g 
on their number of attributes) and divide it into a finite 

number of cells that form a grid structure, in which 

clustering is done for each of its cells. Outliers can then be 

detected in each cell in a similar way to that of distance 

based approaches. The main advantage of this approach is 

its fast processing time, which is typically independent of the 

number of data points [6]. 

 

Table 2.3: Overview of different Clustering Algorithms 

 

2.3.2.3) Semi supervised Learning Techniques 

Most often than not, it is hard and expensive to build a training dataset that possesses labels 

for all the data points that are available.  

 

 In order to solve this issue, semi-supervised techniques are used, in which the training dataset 

contains only one label, identifying only one class for just some attributes, be it for the normal 

group of observations or for the outlier group. Techniques that assume availability of only the 

outlier instances for training are not very popular. The primary reason for their limited 

popularity is that it is difficult to obtain a training data set which covers every possible outlying 

behavior that can occur in the data. The behaviors which do not exist in the training data will 

be harder to detect as outliers.  

  

 On the other hand, techniques which model only the normal instances during training are 

more popular. Normal instances are relatively easy to obtain. Moreover, normal behavior is 

typically well-defined and hence it is easier to construct representative models for normal 

behavior from the training data [3]. 

 

 This type of set up is mostly used for novelty detection, that is, situations where it is not 

possible to be aware of the possible outliers that might exist, and thus are not able to label 

those instances a priori.  

 

 In the next section, it will be seen how semi supervised techniques can combine both 

supervised and unsupervised approaches to label unknown data instances. 

 

2.4) Algorithms for Outlier Detection in Data Streams 

 

Having understood the building blocks of what data streams are and of the different 

techniques that one can use to detect outliers within static datasets, it is now time to combine 

the two concepts by taking a look at algorithms specifically designed to address the problem of 

outlier detection in dynamic real time flows of data. 

Figure 2.11: Grid e e ts’ lusteri g [ ] 
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 In this section, an analysis of five different algorithms specifically designed for outlier 

detection in data streams is provided, two of which are based on classification approaches, 

two on clustering methods, and finally an algorithm which combines both methodologies, in a 

semi supervised learning manner. 

2.4.1) Classification Algorithms 

2.4.1.1) Data Stream Outlier Detection based on Reverse K Nearest Neighbors 

Algorithm  

 This first algorithm better known as SODRNN, was proposed by Cao Lijun et al. [13], and uses a 

reverse k nearest neighbors approach for data stream classification over a sliding window. 

 As was briefly described in section 2.3, the k-distance neighborhood of an object p can be 

defined in the following way: 

 

For a dataset , given the k-distance to point  relative to data point p, the k-distance 

neighborhood of p contains every object whose distance from p is not greater than the k-

distance, i.e.  

 − � ��  = { ∈ { }| , _ � } 
 

 These objects q are called the k-nearest neighbors of p. 

 This algorithm however uses a slightly different concept to detect outliers in a sliding window, 

namely the k nearest neighbor indicator that can be defined as [13]: 

 Given a set of objects P and a query object q, a reverse nearest neighbor query is to find a set 

of objects RNN so that for any object ∈  an ∈ , � , � , . 

 This algorithm can be divided into two procedures called Stream Manager, in which the KNN 

and RKNN values for a new data point p are determined for all surrounding points, and the 

Query Manager, in which all outlier data points are taken from the window, that is, points that 

do not follow a minimum criteria for the RKNN value. Both are presented in the following 

algorithm definition: [13] 

Stream Manager:  

1. Receive a new incoming data point p from a data stream  

2. For any point  that expires, delete the  and   (k nearest neighbor and 

reverse k nearest neighbor of q respectively) from any surrounding data points 

3. Delete data point  from sliding window 

4.  Update i do   addi g to the i do s data points, the value of the distance of 

each of them to a  point   

5. Based on 3., if the distance to the points is less than a given value, add those points as 

neighbors of point  to its �  and �  (that is, the list of k nearest neighbors 

and reverse k nearest neighbors respectively)  

6. Insert point  into the sliding window 
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Query Manager: 

 

1.  Perform a scan over the current window 

2.  Return any number of  objects such that | | < a minimum user defined 

value 

3. Define  objects as outliers 

 

 

 This is a one pass technique that only needs to analyze the data points that are in the 

neighborhood of the new point p that comes to the window, making it very efficient in terms 

of time consumption, essential for real time purposes. 

 

 Note that the k eigh o s to hi h p s dista e is o puted i  this algo ith , a e la eled 
t ai i g tuples. The i do s data poi ts a e he ked to see i  hi h g oup the  fit ased o  
their closest k neighbors. The use of the labeled tuples shows that this is indeed a classification 

algorithm. The main difference from the static model though, is that the k neighbors are 

updated in a continuous fashion, as new data points arrive, in order to detect changes in the 

overall continuously evolving statistics  

2.4.1.2) Bayesian Confidence Interval-Kalman Filter method Dynamic Bayesian Networks 

 A Bayesian network (BN) is a graphical model that represents events by the means of a 

Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) which shows causal relationships and conditional dependencies 

between attributes and classes, using edges to connect them, as illustrated in figure 2.12. 

Va ia le Wo ke  fo  e a ple is o ditio all  independent on the variable Ba k , given that 

the state of the Chai  a ia le is k o .  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What greatly facilitates joint probability calculations in a BN, that is, the probability for the 

occurrence of the values of all attributes at a given point in time, is that any node is 

conditionally independent of another node, as long as it is not its parent node or any of its 

decedents. 

 

Figure 2.12: Illustrative example of a Backache Probability Bayesian Network [14] 
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In technical terms, a set of variables  and Y are said to be conditionally independent if, given 

a parent variable   :  | , = |  

 Thus, the joint probability for all Xi values can be simplified to: 

( ,…, �) = ∏ �| ��
�=  

in which �  is the parent node set of �. 

The DAG therefore, encodes independence assumptions: each variable is independent of its 

nondescendants given its parents in the DAG [15]. 

Besides the relationships between variables shown in the graph, each of its nodes contains a 

set of parameters that quantifies the probabilities for the nodes in the network, in table 

format. It contains a parameter for each possible value that each variable can take, as well as 

the set of values  that its parents, represented in the  graph, can take. 

Bayesian Network classification is done by means of a labeled training dataset D. The classes 

for each of these data points are defined as the root nodes (top nodes) of the network, and 

edges are then drawn downward in order to express the relationship between certain 

attributes and that class C, as well as the conditional probabilities for the values of those 

attributes, give that they belong to class C. Data points are thus inserted into this BN, which 

based on the given values of the conditional probabilities for each attribute, will allocate that 

observation to a class. 

The difference between a Bayesian Network and a Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) lies in the 

fact that DBNs incorporate a time-series analysis component to them. It is a state space model 

in which time slices, that is, an interval from a time t to t+t0 representing a state, are created 

and evolve over time. States are then nothing more than Bayesian Networks, one per time 

interval, connecting their nodes (attributes and variables) between time slices. 

 

 

A very relevant feature of these DBNs is that they obey the Markovian condition which states: 

The state of a system at time  depends only on its immediate past, that is, state −  [15]. 

This gives each state a certain degree of independence relative to past observations, which is 

useful for data stream analysis. Another particular characteristic is that these Dynamic 

Bayesian Networks may contain what are called hidden states, that is, states that are non-

observable because of their great complexity for example. 

Figure 2.13: Example of each state in a DBN [15] 
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With the notions of hidden states and therefore variables, equation can be slightly altered to 

describe a probability function for each state and time slice T, given the values of the 

attributes in its Bayesian Network.  

The way in which a Bayesian Network or DBN can be learned given a certain dataset, is by 

using scoring functions that will maximize the probability of a data point belonging to one of 

those classes, creating nodes and parent nodes according to the attributes from those data 

points that are deemed more meaningful to make distinctions between classes.  

Depending on whether the structure of the DAG, that is, the relationships between the 

attributes is known from the training dataset or if the dataset itself has hidden variables for 

example, the models used for learning will differ greatly, as can be read in detail in [16]. 

 The scoring model used for this case study was the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. 

In this particular case, the full structure (topology) of the graph is known, but the training 

dataset is partially observable, because there might be certain conditional probabilities that 

cannot be measured for some attributes, or are just not present in the training data due to 

othe  o st ai ts. This odel s o jective is to estimate the conditional probabilities for these 

hidden attribute values in such a way that it maximizes ϴ, taking the derivative of the function 

that the describes the model relative to ϴ . The following equations show these steps: [15] log �− �− |�)=∑ | − + ∑ | +�−=�−=  

 

∑ � , −���−
= + ∑ � ,���−

= + ∑ � ���−
= =  

 

The BCI-kf method proposed by David J. Hill et al. in [17] uses Dynamic Bayesian Networks to 

detect anomalies in environmental sensor data. 

 

 

Figure 2.14 illustrates the basis for this DBN. Two equations serve as a time series model for 

this case: 

+ = � + �� = + �  

Figure 2.14: Dynamic Bayesian Network for anomaly detection [17] 
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By using a Kalman Filter [16] along with an EM model, the conditional probabilities for each 

variable within each BN within a time slice are continuously calculated, as new data points 

arrive.  

Anomalies within these instances are detected by constructing what is called a Bayesian 

Credible Interval (BCI), for each new measurement. The p% BCI indicates that the posterior 

(i.e., adjusted for the available observations) probability of the observed state variables falling 

within the interval is p, thus, the BCI delineates the range of plausible values [17] for the data 

point attributes to take. If this set of values falls outside this probability interval, then it is 

labeled as an outlier. 

This interval can be calculated as: ̅ ±  �/ √�  

2.4.2) Clustering Algorithms 

2.4.2.1) The exact-STORM algorithm 

 The STORM algorithm, developed by Fabrizio Angiulli et al. [18] uses a clustering approach 

based on the k-means learning method, adapted to the reality of data streams. 

 In this case, seen that this is an unsupervised model, the algorithm is used directly in an 

unlabeled data stream, grouping data points by their attributes relative distance to each other 

in the Euclidean space.   

 The clustering process has the same procedures as the reverse k nearest neighbors algorithm, 

Stream Management and Query Management.  

 Steps for data point classification: 

1. Each time an unlabeled data stream is received, it is stored in a data structure called 

ISB (Index Stream Buffer) [18]. 

2.  Whenever an instance needs to be checked to see if a new instance is an outlier or 

not, a range query of the ISB is performed, to determine both the preceding and 

succeeding data points of this new observation. 

3. If the following condition applies, 

prec. neighbors + succ. neighbors  a user defined k, 
then an inlier is present. If not, it is an outlier. 

2.4.2.2) The Incremental LOF Algorithm  

This incremental outlier detection algorithm is based on computing the densities of local 

neighborhoods, not distances. It is an extension of the static LOF algorithm, which is presented 

below [19]. 

 The main idea in the LOF algorithm is to assign to each data record a degree of being an 

outlier. This degree is called the local outlier factor (LOF) of a data record. Data records 

(points) with high LOF have local densities smaller than their neighborhood and typically 
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represent stronger outliers, unlike data points belonging to uniform clusters that usually tend 

to have lower LOF values [19]. 

 The algorithm for computing the LOFs for all data records has the following steps: 

1.  For each data record q compute k-distance(q) as the distance to the k-th nearest 

neighbor of q. 

2. Compute the reachability distance for each data record q with respect to the new data 

record p as follows: ℎ − � (q,p)= max(d(q,p), k-distance(p))  

where ,  is the Euclidean distance from q to p. 

3.  Compute the local reachability density (lrd) of the data record q as inverse of the 

average reachability distance based on the k nearest neighbors of the data record. 

 

Lrd(q)= ∑ � ℎ− � � , /∈���  

 

4. Compute the LOF of data record q as the ratio of the average local reachability density 

of q's k nearest neighbors and local reachability density of the data record q. 

LOF(q)= 

1� ∑ ∈���
 

 

 The proposed incremental LOF algorithm computes LOF value for each data record inserted 

into the data set and instantly determines whether inserted data record is an outlier. 

Specifically, if it specifies two different situations: 

If LOF < , then the q is an inliner 

If LOF ≫ , then the q is an outlier  

 In addition, LOF values for existing data records are updated if needed. 

 There are two situations in which the LOF algorithm needs to be updated: 

 Insertion: In the insertion part, the algorithm performs the insertion of a new record, and it 

computes the ℎ − � , �  and LOF values for the new point. Secondly, it performs 

maintenance by updating the − � , ℎ − � , �  and LOF values for the other 

affected existing points. [19] 

 When performing insertion of a point n, the k distance of certain neighboring points may 

decrease, and it can happen only to those points that have the new point n in their 

neighborhood. Hence, their LOF values need to be updated. 

Deletion: In the case of a sliding windows scenario, there is also the deletion of data points 

and therefore, the LOF of all neighboring data points of those deleted also needs to be 

updated, in a similar fashion as in the case of insertion. 
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2.4.3) Semi-Supervised Algorithm 

2.4.3.1) OLINDDA 

 

This last algorithm proposed by Gama et al. in [20] is named Online Novelty and Drift Detection 

Algorithm (OLINDDA), and presents a semi supervised learning approach for novelty detection 

in data streams. Furthermore, it is an algorithm that has both an online and offline phase, as 

will be described in detail. 

In the offline phase of this algorithm, called the learning stage, a training dataset in which only 

normal behavior instances contain labels is used to construct a decision model, by means of a 

k-means clustering algorithm. This model creates hiperspheres, that is, clusters with a specific 

centroid and radius, which illustrate the normal groups of this dataset. 

After the decision model has been built, in an unsupervised fashion, the algorithm enters an 

online phase, in which individual unlabeled data points are classified based on the decision 

model previously constructed. If the data point attribute values fit within the normal groups 

defined in the offline phase, then they are classified as normal instances. If however those 

values fall out of the defined normal groups, then they are stored in a short term memory. 

Later, at specific time intervals when the number of unknown instances exceeds a predefined 

threshold, these data points are evaluated in terms of their cohesiveness and 

representativeness, in other words, an analysis is done on whether the data points form 

significant clusters, or if they are simple single outlier instances. More on the evaluation of 

cohesiveness and representativeness can be found in [1]. 

At the end of this evaluation, the unknown class data points are classified in the following way: 

1) If both the cohesiveness and representativeness of a cluster of data points are deemed 

suffi ie t,  a al zi g the luste s de sit  fo  e a ple, it is o side ed that this e  
hipersphere signifies a novel concept, that is, a new class. 

2) If the instances fail to pass this evaluation, then they are considered as simple outliers, or 

noise in the context of this algorithm. 
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Figure 2.15 illustrates the different phases for this algorithm. 

 Even though OLINDDA considers single outlier instances as noise (in its definition) it is capable 

of detecting them, and is very useful in the sense that it provides a way to distinguish between 

a concept drift and contextual outliers. Many times a concept drift is mistaken for an outlier 

tendency for example, which leads to false conclusions about the data sequence  behavior.   

 

2.5)  Modules for Data Stream Mining   

 

 In recent years, there has been a massive development of open source software for data 

processing and for the analysis of static and dynamic data scenarios. A developer interested in 

finding a solution for a specific data mining issue, can make use of these modules, which 

contain a general, scalable abstraction, very easy to be changed and manipulated by users for 

specific situations. 

 This final section serves as a mean to present some of these modules that were specifically 

built for the analysis of data streams and real time temporal data.  

 

2.5.1) Apache Spark Streaming 

 Spark Streaming is an extension of the Spark cluster computing module, which lets users 

seamlessly intermix streaming, batch and interactive queries [21]. 

In order to understand the proposed module, the architecture of the Spark Core, on which 

Spark Streaming is built upon, has to be analyzed in more depth. 

 

Figure 2.15: Illustratio  of OLINDDA’s lear i g phases [ ] 
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2.5.1.1) Spark Core 

Apache Spark is a fast and general-purpose cluster computing system for large-scale data 

processing. It provides high-level APIs in Java, Scala, Python and R, and an optimized engine 

that supports general execution graphs. [22]. 

The main abstraction which allows for distributed computing of large datasets offered by 

Spark, is a structure called Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDD). In simple terms, a RDD is a 

portion of some provided static dataset, its size depending on the application that is being 

developed. These RDDs are in turn divided into partitions, which are processed in parallel by 

Spark executors within workers. 

Formally, an RDD is a read-only, partitioned collection of records. RDDs can only be created 

through deterministic operations on either data in stable storage or other RDDs. These 

operations are called transformations to differentiate them from other operations on RDDs. 

An RDD has also enough information about how it was derived from other datasets (its 

lineage) to compute its partitions from data in stable storage.  [23] 

Another important aspect of this abstraction is the ability for the user to change its number of 

partitions according to the desired requirements for the application, and also the ability to 

persist a desired RDD in which ever form they prefer (in-memory, disk, etc), for it to be used in 

later computations. 

Having described the main construct used by Spark, an analysis of how the data processing 

works in these RDDs can be performed in a bit more detail.  

A Spark application, or in more technical terms the Driver, starts with the definition of a Spark 

Context, the entry point to Spark. It sets up internal services and establishes a connection to a 

Spark execution environment. It basically behaves as the master in a master-slave architecture, 

in which the servers are the cores/nodes in which the data will be processed. 

Once a Spark Context is set up, RDDs, more specifically each RDD partition, can be processed in 

parallel. Spark first starts by looking at all the functions that have been defined in the 

application in question, from the last to the first, so that it can divide the process into Jobs. The 

reason why this is, is because every Spark application must be oriented towards an action on 

one or more RDDs, like saving it to a Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) directory or simply 

p i ti g its o te t, if this a tio  is ot defi ed, “pa k o t sta t the data p o essing. A Job 

can thus be defined as all the steps required to process one or more RDDs, motivated towards 

one specific action. It is therefore an action that defines a Job. 

With every component of the application analyzed, Spark then builds a Direct Acyclic Graph, a 

graphical representation of all the operations that belong to said application. 

Figure 2.16 shows an example of a DAG. It is direct, in the sense that it is sequential, and 

cannot go back to a previous operation, they go from beginning to end directly; and it is acyclic 

in the sense that operations are only performed once. 
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Based on this DAG, narrow and wide dependencies are defined. As an illustrative example, as 

illustrated in Figure 2.17, that narrow dependencies constitute operations in which every 

partition from an RDD has a direct correspondence with a partition from the transformed RDD, 

a d i   ide depe de ies o e pa titio  f o  the i put ‘DD  a   i flue e  o e tha  o e 
transformed partition in more than one RDD. Each narrow dependency will constitute a Stage 

fo  the p o essi g of the ‘DD s pa titio s, ea h of these Stages being separated by shuffle 

boundaries, that is, when a wide dependency is encountered.  

 

 

Each Stage on the other hand is comprised of Tasks, each of which corresponds to the 

processing of one partition throughout a Stage. These Tasks are executed in parallel by 

executers, and are processed in different Workers (nodes or cores, depending on whether 

Spark has been deployed in a cluster or locally, respectively). Figure 2.18 illustrates these 

concepts. 

Figure 2.16: Example of operations in a Spark Application DAG [24] 

Figure 2.17: Differences between narrow and wide dependencies in Spark [23] 
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F o  hat as des i ed a o e, it is plai  to see that “pa k s pe fo a e is ajo l  
dependent on the number of partitions. These partitions determine how many tasks a stage 

has, and thus establish a unit of parallelization for the application. 

2.5.1.2) Streaming Module 

The major problems that this extension tackles when dealing with distributed streaming batch 

models are faults and stragglers (slow nodes). Both problems are inevitable in large clusters, so 

streaming applications must recover from them quickly. Fast recovery is even more important 

in streaming than in batch jobs [26]. [“pa k “t ea i g] can process over 60 million 

records/second on 100 nodes at sub-second latency, and can recover from faults and 

stragglers in sub-se o d ti e. [21]. 

 

 

 Spark Streaming is a micro-batching streaming module, which differs from traditional 

continuous processing of streams by its use of Discretized Streams, or D-Streams for short. 

  The D-Stream concept is a processing model which aims to structure a streaming 

computation as a series of stateless, deterministic batch computations on small time intervals, 

therefore reducing the complexity of processing continuous long-lived data operators. In 

simple terms, one can define a D-Stream as a collection of RDDs, in which each RDD possesses 

the data received by the application during a fixed batch time interval. [21]. 

Figure 2.19: Example of Stream discretization [21] 

Figure 2.18: Organization of Tasks, Stages and Jobs in the processing of one RDD [25] 
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From here on out, a Spark Streaming Context has to be set with a specified batch time 

duration, and thus data can be operated on just like in the Spark Core, by using the RDDs and 

performing operations and transformations on them.  

The major difference from these two situations though, given the dynamic nature of the data 

in this context, is that every set of Jobs performed in the RDDs must be completed within the 

predefined at h i te al. If this does t happe , the appli atio  ill e left ith hat a e 
called Scheduling Delays, illustrated in figure 2.21. The data sou es o  Co su e s ,  se d 
information to the Spark Streaming Module, in which they wait for their turn to be processed 

in the Spark cluster. Since data keeps arriving in a continuous fashion, if the goal is to preserve 

a near real time processing paradigm, data needs to be processed as fast as the new data 

arrives (in the most extreme scenario). In the case of figure 2.21, the second and third chunks 

of information sent by the consumers, are waiting for the first one to finish its processing, that 

is, e ause the fi st hu k of data ould t e p o essed i  the defi ed at h i te al, it aused 
scheduling delay for the next data messages. 

 

 

Figure 2.20: Spark Stream Architecture [26] 

Figure 2.21: Conceptual Model of a Scheduling Delay in Spark Streaming [27]  
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A final and very important Spark Streaming feature that is worth mentioning is the fact that it 

can be used to implement many of the standard operations in streaming systems, such as 

sliding windows. 

 This p o ess is alled Wi do i g , a d a  e o se ed i  figu e . . The window operation 

groups all the records from a sliding window of past time intervals into one RDD, facilitating 

the query of specific instances and operations over those instances. Persisting specific RDDs is 

also possible from batch interval to batch interval. 

 

 

2.5.2) Apache Storm 

Apache Storm is a distributed real-time big data-processing system. Storm is designed to 

process vast amount of data in a fault-tolerant and horizontal scalable method [28]. 

In many respects, a Storm application is extremely similar to that of the Spark engine and the 

Spark Streaming module, ith its ai  a st a tio  ei g alled Tuples i stead of ‘DD s. The 
data processing within Storm can also be represented in the form of a DAG, called Topology, in 

which all the processes involved in the application are represented, as displayed in figure 2.23. 

 In simple terms, Storm receives its real time input data using a structure called Spout, which is 

the data source for the construction of Tuples. The data inside these Tuples is then processed 

in Bolts, processing units in which functions like map and reduce can be applied, and transform 

the input Tuples. Finally, these Tuples can be stored or represented in whatever way is useful 

for the user.  

 

Figure 2.22: Windowing operation with a D-Stream [21] 

Figure 2.23: Example of a Storm Topology [29] 
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 It is worth mentioning that, unlike Spark which performs Data-Parallel computations, Storm 

uses Task-Parallel computations. What this means is that, while Spark splits its data into 

partitions, and executes every operation defined in the DAG for each of those partitions, Storm 

splits the operations among the workers, thus for example executing all the filtering 

operations in one node and all the map operations in another node. 

 Ha i g said that, “to s a hite tu e agai  ese les “pa k s: there are two kinds of nodes 

on a Storm cluster, the master node, Nimbus, and the worker nodes, Supervisors.   

The Nimbus is responsible for assigning tasks to different workers, distributing data and 

monitoring for failures.  A Supervisor  is the set of worker nodes that execute the work given 

by the Nimbus and starts and stops worker processes as necessary based on what the Nimbus 

has assigned to it. Each worker process executes a subset of a topology, which can be split 

across multiple machines and workers. 

 

 

Since the Nimbus is stateless, all coordination between the Nimbus and the Supervisors is 

done through Apache Zookeeper, a service that coordinates and monitors worker nodes within 

a cluster. Figure 2.24 illustrates this architecture.  

2.5.3) Comparison between the Spark Streaming and Storm Modules 

 Given the definitions above for these two modules, and their similarities, it makes sense to 

compare them in terms of unique features and functionalities. The table below shows a 

comprehensive comparison between them. 

Feature Apache Storm Apache Spark 

Implementation Language Clojure Scala 

Processing Model Batch Processing Event Stream Processing 

 
Fault Tolerance 

Keeps track of every record 
At least once delivery 
semantics 

RDDs provide intuitive data 
resilience  
Exactly once delivery 
semantics 

Applications Near real-time analytics, 
natural language processing  
and Extract, Transform and 
Load (ETL) transformations 

Near real-time analytics, 
Iterative machine learning 
and interactive analytics 

 

  
Table 2.4: Comparison between Spark Streaming and Storm [31] 

Figure 2.24: Storm Architecture [30] 
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2.5.4) MOA 

 Massive Online Analysis (MOA) is a software environment for implementing algorithms and 

running experiments for online learning from evolving data streams. MOA is designed to deal 

with the challenging problems of scaling up the implementation of state of the art algorithms 

to real world dataset sizes and of making algorithms comparable in benchmark streaming 

settings [32]. 

 MOA contains a collection of batch and online algorithms for both classification and clustering 

as well as tools for evaluation. But perhaps the most interesting tool that MOA presents, is the 

ability to create random data streams, on which its algorithms can be used, which proves a 

valuable asset for model training and simulation purposes.  

 

 In traditional batch learning the problem of limited data is overcome by analyzing and 

averaging multiple models produced with different random arrangements of training and test 

data. In the stream setting the problem of (effectively) unlimited data poses different 

challenges. One solution involves taking snapshots at different times during the induction of a 

model to see how much the model improves. 

Recently, an extension for MOA was developed by Dimitrios Georgiadis et al. as described in 

[33], which deals exclusively with outlier and concept drift detection and can be observed in 

Figure 2.26, showing the MOA graphical user interface, built in Java.  

 The main disadvantage that MOA poses for real time data stream analytics, despite all its 

tools, is that it is only capable of reading data sets and data stream in a specific format, ARFF, 

the sa e fo at used  MOá s p ede esso , WEKá.  

 

 

Figure 2.25: Stream Classification with MOA [32]  
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 This possesses some problems, since most model training is done using files in CSV format, 

and if one wants to receive a stream through a TCP/IP connection, a conversion from one 

format to another wastes significant time, and sometimes it is not possible at all. Also, if one 

a ts to use a diffe e t algo ith  f o  those a aila le i  MOá s pa kage, the hole 
environment needs to be rebuilt. For this particular application, there is another constraint in 

using MOA, which is the fact that it is not prepared to conduct analytics in distributed 

processing scenarios. It is however, as mentioned before, a very valid simulation tool, and its 

algorithms can be used in junction with Spark Streaming for example, by writing a few simple 

command lines.  

2.6) Summary and discussion 

 

The final goal for this phase of the dissertation was to pick the best type of algorithm for 

outlier detection in data streams from water boiler sensors, given specific requirements for the 

application, given by the company. 

á o di g to Bos h TT, the k o ledge ega di g hat the ate  oile s easu ed pa a ete s 
mean and their mutual relationships, is limited to a few individuals. Therefore, acquiring 

training data for a potential supervised algorithm was not viable. Having these constraints in 

i d, the i e e tal LOF algo ith  as hose  to p o ess Bos h TT s data o  a  o  the fl  
manner, deriving conclusions about the measurements based on local densities with more 

accuracy than distance based clustering algorithms and with no need for training datasets. 

As for the chosen processing engine and module, Spark Streaming was selected due to its 

simplicity in terms of syntax when performing mapreduce operations, its novelty and growing 

relevance to the Big Data processing and analytics community and, finally, its data parallelizing 

paradigm, which greatly speeds up the processing of large volumes of data from multiple 

sources, while at the same providing high fault tolerance. 

Figure 2.26: Outlier detection MOA extension [33] 
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Chapter 3 
 

 Methodological Approach 
 

With a solid understanding of the theory behind outlier detection in data streams and the 

tools that can be used to process these observations in a real time fashion, this chapter 

presents the methodology used to address the requirements demanded by Bosch TT for this 

project. 

Namely, first an overview of the overall architecture of the application is presented, specifying 

the different steps and challenges for the outlier detection in real time and visual 

representation of outliers. Finally, an offline learning phase was conducted in order to gain 

insights about the impact of specific attributes for the labeling of outliers. 

3.1)  Application Architecture for Outlier Detection in Data Streams 

Figure 3.1 shows the different steps implemented for the backend application.  

 

 

Figure 3.1: High level application architecture  
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There are 4 main stages which comprise this application: 

1. Data Stream Simulation, which creates a data stream from real static data collected 

f o  Bosh TT s ate  oile  se so s; 
2. Data Processing, which is by far the most relevant step of the architecture, in which 

outliers are effectively detected in the Spark Streaming Module 

3. Data Storage, in which the results acquired in the processing phase are stored in 

different formats for further processing or visualization of the data 

4. Data Visualization, in which data points are represented graphically, in real time, 

signaling the occurrence of outliers in the observations. 

 

Each of these will be described in detail in the following subsections, after a description of the 

used dataset is provided. 

3.1.1) Dataset Description 

The dataset provided for this dissertation was a collection of measurements received by the 

sensors within a spe ifi  Bos h TT s ate  oile , for a full day of work, in which the 

parameters were controlled at will, in order to simulate different types of real world situations, 

in this particular case to simulate the behavior of a domestic water boiler. 

Each observation was in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format, and it contained four kinds 

of attributes: 

1) Numerical: These are continuous, quantitative values supplied by the water boiler 

sensors, which indicate physical measurements, for example the water temperature 

within the boiler at a specific point in time. 

2) Categorical: These on the other hand, are attributes that have qualitative values, and 

indicate the state of water boiler components, work modes that the boiler might have 

(for example if at a certain point in time, the boiler is being used to heat water from a 

shower, or if it is being used for central heating) and also general descriptive 

information about the characteristics of the boiler, operation time, as well as many 

other parameters. 

3) Timestamp for each measurement: every JSON message contains a separate attribute 

which indicates the time at which a certain measurement was taken, with millisecond 

accuracy. This measurement was particularly important to assert a fundamental 

characteristic for this data stream: messages did not arrive at fixed time intervals, that 

is, the data processing module had to be able to process data at different, and 

sometimes quite small, time intervals. 

4) Boiler ID: a unique identifier which tells the user to which water boiler the present 

observation belongs to. For this specific project, seen that only measurements from 

one water boiler were available, the ID was always the same. However, in order to 

benchmark the proposed module in section 2.6, some changes had to be made to this 

parameter, as will be seen later. 
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Another interesting characteristic of these data points is that each JSON message only 

showed a specific parameter value, if it that had been changed since the last time that 

it was observed. So for example, if the flame which warms up the water within the 

boiler was turned off at time , and then turned on at time , in the messages from [ , 9], the attribute relative to the state of this flame would not show up in the 

messages. In simple terms: a message is only sent if some measurement value 

changes. 

Figure 3.2 shows an example of these instances. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.2: JSON Messages Example  
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3.1.2)  Data Stream Simulation  

All of these JSON messages were in static format, and a direct connection to water boiler 

sensors to continuously received information was not available.  This meant that a data stream 

had to be simulated for the proposed incremental LOF algorithm to be tested. 

In order to accomplish this, a server was created, which sent JSON messages at specified time 

intervals via a local TCP/IP connection, to a single port. That is, a socket connection was 

created in the local machine, in order to send the data. It is important to notice that, in order 

to preserve simplicity, JSON messages were not sent according to their timestamps, as that 

would require additional calculations for the exact times that were not particularly relevant for 

this project. Depending on whatever test wanted to be done, the time interval for these 

messages could be constant and controlled by the user, or randomized. 

3.1.3) Data Processing 

3.1.3.1) Data reception and sliding window construction  

As a receiver for this stream, a Spark Streaming Context was created, in the local Java Virtual 

Machine (JVM) from a single Bosch personal computer. As was discussed in section 2.5, this 

module uses a micro batching paradigm to process and therefore also receives data. The batch 

interval for data processing was set for 1 second, which meant that Spark Streaming received 

as many JSON messages that were sent in 1 second. Once the encoded JSON messages were 

received by the context, the processing could begin. 

One of the challenges for the application of any kind of sequential algorithm in this context, 

was the fact that data points arrived in a continuous fashion. Since the incremental LOF 

algorithm needs to compute statistics and update LOF values for all data points within a 

dataset every time a new instance arrives, it becomes impossible to use this algorithm in 

potentially unbounded data, as was discussed in section 2.1. This problem is addressed by 

using a sliding window methodology, in which each JSON message is initially stored in a list, 

until its size reaches a predefined value N. After that, statistics are continuously updated for 

only those N number of instances and whenever a new data point arrives, the oldest is 

deleted. Depending on the size of this window, the accuracy for the used algorithm can change 

quite significantly, as will be seen in Chapter 4. 

3.1.3.2) Estimating Local Outlier Values  

As was discussed in the previous chapter, the chosen algorithm for this outlier detection 

problem was the incremental LOF. The first challenge faced when using this algorithm with the 

provided data, is that, in order to execute this algorithm, the distances between data points 

have to be measured, which is an issue since each JSON message has both numeric and 

categorical attributes, which means that a Euclidean Distance approach is not enough. 

In order to deal with this issue, another distance measure had to be used for the categorical 

variables, so that distances between instances could be calculated.  The Overlap Distance 

Measure [34] was chosen to deal with this issue, and is defined by the following equation:  � = {  �  =   ℎ �  
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In simple terms, it means that when calculating distances between data points, if an attribute 

 value is equal to another data point attribute , the categorical value for the variable is 

replaced by a 1. If the opposite is true, it is replaced by a 0.  

It is worth noting that, by giving the alue  to the a ia le s att i ute, the dista e et ee  
the instances grows in the hyperplane, which is the objective for the LOF calculation given that 

attributes are further apart as their differences increase. This means that this distance 

measurement had to be slightly changed for this particular application: if the values are the 

same, a 0 is given as a distance measurement, and 1 for the opposite situation. In this way, the 

LOF value will increase proportionally to the differences between data points. 

The way in which LOF values were calculated in this incremental approach can be summarized 

in the following phases: 

1) Insert a new data point within a window of fixed size N  

2) Delete the oldest data poi t i  the i do , ai tai i g the i do s size 

3) Compute the reachability distances between each data point within the window   

4) Compute the lrd and LOF values for each data point in the window 

3.1.3.2) Addressing the lack of subjectiveness of the incremental LOF 

 As was seen before in section 2.4, one of the major limitations for the incremental LOF 

algorithm is the fact that outliers cannot usually be well evaluated if LOF values are very close 

to 1, because there is a certain degree of subjectiveness depending on the window values that 

are presented (for example, a 1.2 value might be an outlier in a certain window, but it might 

not be one in a different window).   

 In order to address this limitation, the notions of boxplot and interquartile range had to be 

used. 

A boxplot is a tool for data analysis, which uses the median, the quartiles, and the minimum 

and maximum instance values from a dataset (in this case, the minimum and maximum LOF 

values) to convey the level, spread, and symmetry of a distribution of data values. It can also 

be easily refined to identify outlier data [35]. As can be seen in figure 3.3, the box represents 

the middle 50% of the data. The horizontal line inside the box is the middle or median value of 

the distribution. The upper and lower ends of the box are the hinges (the first and third 

quartiles) of the distribution. The vertical lines from the ends of the box connect the extreme 

data points to their respective hinges.  
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The interquartile range (IQR), is nothing more than the difference between the values of the 

third ( ) and first ( ) quartiles and it can be used to detect outliers, as defined in [36] by 

Elizabeth Stapel. This is done by simply multiplying this value by one and a half, and 

considering every data point from the data set that is either bigger than + .5 × �  or 

smaller than − .5 × �  . Since in the incremental LOF algorithm outliers only exist for 

high values, + .5 × �  is the only condition that needs to be determined. 

Armed with these conclusions, labeling data points based on their LOF values becomes trivial:  

1) The LOF values within a given window W are sorted, and the median ( ) is 

determined 

2)  and  are determined as the 25% percentile and 75% percentile value in the 

window, respectively 

3) The �  can then be calculated by −  

4) Data points are then labeled as outliers, if their LOF values are bigger then + .5 ×�  

3.1.3.3)  Spark Streaming Application Architecture 

 Not to be confused with the overall backend application architecture, the Spark Architecture 

models how the processing of the data was done within the used module, in this case Spark 

Streaming, and can be represented by means of a DAG (as discussed in section 2.5) which is 

shown in figure 3.4. 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Boxplot Example [35]  

Figure 3.4: Spark Streaming Application DAG  
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Since only one computer was available for data processing and because the objective was to 

test the module s apa ilities, the data p o essi g happe ed i  o e lo al o pute ,  
deploying Spark in local mode. In this mode, there is no cluster available, and the data is 

processed in the cores of the local machine. A more detailed overview of the different 

operations is given in the following steps. 

Step 1: Data Parallelization 

The Spark Streaming Context initiates by receiving a single or collection of JSON messages, 

which are sent within the batch interval time set for the context. In the case when only a data 

point is received per batch, it makes no sense to talk about parallelization, since only one RDD 

partition is formed per batch, so only one core is required for the processing of the data. This 

however is not the ase fo  a eal o ld s e a io, i  hi h, i  the ase of Bos h TT s ate  
boilers, data points are received from multiple boilers in a single batch interval, which can vary 

in size and number. There are even situations when multiple messages from the same boiler 

can be received, if the batch interval is large enough.  

The objective, in this case, is to be able to fully use all the cores from the local machine, so 

that, ideally, each core processes data from specific water boilers. Also, In the case of 

scheduling delays due to an excessive amount of data from a specific source, a core that is not 

occupied will take care of the excess partitions, thus providing fault tolerance to the 

application so no information is lost. 

In more technical terms, data division starts after the application receives a DStream, 

containing one RDD with all JSON messages sent during that batch interval, in string format. It 

is worth referring that Spark Streaming automatically partitions this RDD into even parts, 

which in this case means that each partition will correspond to one JSON message. 

 As discussed in subsection 3.1.1, each of these JSON messages possesses an identifier which 

indicates their source. The next step is then to create a key value pair RDD, in which every 

JSON message (partition) is now identified by its source. This is accomplished by using a Map 

Partitions to Pair method.   

 

 

Because data processing happens in parallel in Apache Spark, that is, each partition is 

processed by itself, it is relevant that all instances from a same source are grouped together in 

Figure 3.5: Data Parallelization Step  
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the same partition. This is because there is a chance that concurrency problems may happen, 

since two or more partitions will try to access the same stored values (the data points within 

the current window, to compute calculations). Also, there is a chance that a partition relative 

to a JSON message that arrives at time , is processed before a message that arrives at time  

if they are processed in different cores, due to scheduling delays, which goes against the 

sequential analysis that has to be performed. The way in which this problem is tackled, is by 

using a Group By Key method, which groups together, in the same partition, the messages that 

share the same source. 

Data processing for this phase is illustrated in figure 3.5. 

Step 2: RDD processing 

This second step is the one which effectively implements the incremental LOF algorithm. Since 

the nature of this algorithm is mostly sequential, data processing itself must also happen 

sequentially, and thus parallelization becomes quite complex to accomplish. 

Each of the different phases of the incremental LOF algorithm discussed in section 2.3 are 

implemented within a succession of Map methods, namely for total distance calculation 

between data points, k distances, reachability distances, local reachability densities, local 

outlier values and finally LOF values labeled via Interquartile range calculation. This phase is 

illustrated in figure 3.6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6: Series of Maps for Incremental LOF implementation  
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Step 3: Storing Results 

Once the data points within the current window are properly labeled, these need to be 

extracted to proper databases or file formats, so that they can be visualized, as well as 

analyzed for the discovery of new relationships between parameters. This is accomplished by 

the output method For Each RDD. 

3.1.4) Data Storage and Visualization 

Once the processed data points are properly labeled, in order to make them more accessible 

for various other applications, it was decided to use three storage units: 

LIBSVM File: In this case, all data points within each window are stored in a LIBSVM file 

format, as represented in figure 3.7. In this format, the label for each data point is printed first, 

followed by all the attributes from a specific message, as well as their respective values. Note 

that in this format, both attribute names and values need to be in a numeric format. The goals 

for this file will be explained in the following section. 

 

   

 MySQL Database: In order to provide a visual representation of all data points, in a near real 

time fashion, a MySQL database was created in order to store all data points and respective 

labels. This database will then be used as a server for data visualization. 

Log File: In order to monitor data processing within applications, Apache Spark contains a REST 

API, which connects to a Spark User Interface (UI) and is able to extract relative information for 

the user (jobs, tasks and stages durations, scheduling delays, among other parameters). This 

log file connects to the API while the Spark Driver is running, and extracts a JSON message with 

all relevant information, as illustrated by figure 3.8. 

HDFS Directory: Finally, the outlier labeled data points are extracted to an Hadoop Distributed 

File System Directory. Even though for this application, the usefulness of this directory is 

limited, for situations in which the output is sufficiently large, it might be meaningful to store it 

in this manner, so that this information is then ingested by a Hadoop cluster. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.7: LIBSVM Format  
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. 

In order to make the outliers more intuitive and observable for front-end users, a graphical, 

real time representation of our data points was performed. Using the Node.js library provided 

by JavaScript server side applications, a new server was created, this time with the intent of 

extracting the data points from the previous mentioned MySQL database. 

The extracted messages and respective labels are then requested to the Node.js server by a 

client, in order to graphically represent the data in our browser, at a specified local host port. 

The library used to achieve this simple yet intuitive and real time graphical representation was 

D3.js. An example of this visualization is shown in figure 3.9, in which the higher values 

represent outliers in the data. 

 

 

3.2) Offline Learning Stage  

Since the beginning of this dissertation, it was made clear that the knowledge of the domain 

was scarce. That is, only a handful of people objectively knew what each attribute received 

from the water boiler sensors meant, and how they were related. 

 This raises the problem that, even though a distinction can be done between in liners and 

outliers with the incremental LOF, there is no information about which specific attributes were 

responsible for this labeling, and thus dictate specific measures on how Bosch technicians 

should proceed to solve an issue. 

This offline learning phase uses the knowledge gained from the outlier detection phase, in 

order to determine which attributes are more significant in the labeling of the data points. 

3.2.1) Decision Tree with Apache Spark MLlib 

“pa k s Machine Learning Library MLlib goal is to make practical machine learning scalable and 

easy. It consists of common learning algorithms and utilities, including classification [25] more 

specifically the Decision Tree Model algorithm presented in section 2.3. 

Figure 3.8: Job Parameters Log file  

Figure 3.9: Real Time Visualization Example  
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The Decision Tree Classifier algorithm was chosen to determine which attributes were more 

significant for outlier labeling due to its simplicity in estimating what are called split criteria, 

that is, decisive attribute values in the formation of different classes. However, one of the 

issues in training a decision tree classification model is the fact that it can be a lengthy process 

depending on the number of variables that need to be considered. This problem is mostly 

solved by the MLlib, which uses the Spark engine to perform computations in parallel, thus 

reducing the model computation time to mere seconds.   

A singular characteristic of this library is that it only accepts files in LIBSVM format, ergo the 

need to return a file in this format in the architecture presented in the beginning of this 

chapter. In order to attribute numeric values to categorical variables, it was given an index to 

identify each attribute. Likewise a numeric value was given to each state that a certain 

categorical value could take, starting with value 0. 

Besides these parameters, the decision tree model also demanded the number of classes (one 

of normal instances and another of outliers in this case) a specification of all categorical 

variables and their respective value range, node impurity and information gain. 

Node impurity is a measure of the homogeneity of the labels at the node[25]. There are two 

types of impurity measures provided by MLlib: 

Gini Impurity: 

∑ � − ��
�=  

 

Entropy: 

∑ − � ��
�=  

Information gain is the difference between the parent node impurity and the weighted sum of 

the two child node impurities. Assuming that a split  partitions the dataset  of size  into 

two datasets  and � ℎ  of sizes  and � ℎ , respectively, the information gain 

is:  �� , = � � − / � � − � ℎ / � � � ℎ  
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Chapter 4 

Result Analysis  
  

In this chapter, the results gathered for the most relevant phases of the application described 

in Chapter 3 are presented and interpreted for different setups. Firstly, an analysis of the 

values acquired by the used outlier detection algorithm is conducted, by testing its accuracy 

for different parameter values. Secondly, an overview of the outlier classification results is 

presented in the form of boxplots, and compared across different time instances in the sliding 

windows. 

After reviewing the results relative to the application of the proposed algorithm, a study is 

conducted over the performance of the chosen data processing engine and module, for a 

variety of different circumstances. 

Finally, the results relative to the offline learning phase, using a Decision Tree Classifier on 

labeled data points, are shown, in which conclusions about the significance of specific 

attributes can be taken. 

4.1) Analysis of incremental LOF values 

 

Since there was no prior knowledge of the provided water boiler sensor measurements, 

evaluation of the incremental LOF algorithm can only be done in terms of two parameters: 

1) The size N of the sliding window. 

2) The selected k, indicating the dista e to ea h easu e e t s k nearest neighbor. 

In order to analyze the influence of these two parameters, 3 use cases were considered, and a 

sample of the first 20 values for each case are illustrated in the tables below. 

 All calculations were implemented within Java methods, in a Spark Streaming Context with a 

batch interval of 1 second.  

The data stream simulation was set to send one JSON message per second, so that the Spark 

application receives one instance per batch interval. 
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Case 1: Different k values  

N=500 

 K=5 K=8 K=11 

1 1.4400033936584373 1.3127599475740415 1.2933366809700166 

2 1.2443219698565866 1.037495054855161 1.0770436016662066 

3 1.1025800090939304 0.9019391248715677 0.9156225863383695 

4 1.041067352886512 0.8541136804866242 0.8870310821288138 

5 1.0456838413717622 0.8545363434881914 0.887146522166738 

6 1.1497969902819163 0.9203306036828838 0.8872033617814238 

7 1.2594207509567044 1.0709440593136519 0.9429209533579314 

8 1.2283508798382015 1.010444413448731 0.9382380819500349 

9 1.1015441744271686 0.8905734892349353 0.9480113800292747 

10 1.0490603464376205 0.8576728189996894 0.9285494676168039 

11 1.059083865653773 0.8589784986034332 0.9289005586912996 

12 1.1707638748017895 0.9295842588890381 0.9460388109162009 

13 1.2449696965384824 1.0666379973501479 0.9644352793381484 

14 1.2386279818961619 1.006081024453963 0.9617038266066962 

15 1.26207252867541 1.00530498306973 0.9678113926241333 

16 1.1982156765045937 0.971671079475049 0.9572651681957174 

17 1.2408564063186842 0.9638146283488354 0.965820080498227 

18 1.2620725286754098 0.9613386962786085 0.9620094213296188 

19 1.1424946191609613 0.9438512259584847 0.9493671164105643 

20 1.125862462861698 0.954135231910442 0.9255924057720217 

 

 

Case 2: Different N values 

K=10 

 N=100 N=500 N=1000 

1 1.1323234813969398 1.2866527856320673 1.395226632092282 

2 1.0594265851661497 1.0548811260666762 0.9650092101003176 

3 0.962498461524932 0.8860060548599588 0.768802984787592 

4 0.9614985209028988 0.8597226035576686 0.7633366838166612 

5 0.9495562539257185 0.859966033796468 0.7467956012844219 

6 0.9502699875151701 0.9227378386595285 0.7868100922498273 

7 0.9311987555691166 0.9929117691868985 0.8088866429681207 

8 0.9148835442958622 0.9746057120505788 0.8190511547943606 

9 0.9294332022897436 0.909071220880146 0.8551288087571126 

10 1.004116088464493 0.8812755820731342 0.8293947273991106 

11 0.9775016378115382 0.8820640644168178 0.8335161563082258 

12 1.0413326180005786 0.9217942926059984 0.8828639565215105 

13 1.0325314817983666 1.001201812647605 0.9449369989527244 

14 1.2223016576734942 0.9964918636376776 0.9144616553804136 

15 1.2432084606829183 0.9760013794844054 0.917726541938238 

16 1.2239764423777781 0.9515117665389177 0.9626109535411952 

17 1.224367864092107 0.9459829859356879 0.9629138361441737 

Table 4.1: Sample of 20 LOF values for different k parameters 
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18 1.25291882407468 0.9441696739602187 1.007610479545288 

19 1.2623699696040487 0.9596030606858722 1.0589877183128482 

20 1.280098985717339 0.9614964779731662 1.072265506620635 

 

Case 3) Consecutive time intervals 

N=500 

K=10 

 �  �  �  

1 1.286653 1.168133 0.891414 

2 1.054881 1.005684 0.907276 

3 0.886006 0.969059 0.907277 

4 0.859723 0.96906 0.902376 

5 0.859966 0.965821 0.971577 

6 0.922738 1.016455 0.961932 

7 0.992912 1.011479 0.903238 

8 0.974606 0.972945 0.876664 

9 0.909071 0.955486 0.877416 

10 0.881276 0.955983 0.915279 

11 0.882064 0.98104 0.990918 

12 0.921794 1.031254 0.986392 

13 1.001202 1.029048 0.966821 

14 0.996492 1.016686 0.943511 

15 0.976001 1.000756 0.938309 

16 0.951512 0.996914 0.936581 

17 0.945983 0.995765 0.95136 

18 0.94417 1.005211 0.953203 

19 0.959603 1.006188 0.927169 

20 0.961496 0.988681 0.914251 

 

 

As can been seen from the cases presented above, the values of the incremental LOF algorithm 

can change greatly depending on the parameters chosen for the computation of LOF values. 

Looking at both the first and second cases, it becomes apparent that there tends to be a 

stabilization of the LOF values as the parameters values increase. In the case of N, the bigger 

the window size, the more faithfully statistics can be derived for the whole data stream, and 

thus differences between data points become less significant, unless there is a great 

discrepancy between the measured attributes. When k is increased, however, the resulting 

LOFs do not follow a clear tendency, some going up and some going down. Such is due to the 

fact that this affects each data point individually, depending on their specific neighborhood.  

I  the thi d ase, a  e olutio  of the sa e data poi t s LOF alues a  e o se ed. B  
analyzing these values for 3 consecutive windows and the same data points, it can be seen that 

the statistics are updated for each new measurement that arrives on the window, illustrating 

the evolution of the data stream. The complete set of 500 LOF values for time �  can be found 

in Appendix A.  

Table 4.2: Sample of 20 LOF values for different N window sizes 

Table 4.3: Sample of 20 LOF values for different time instances 
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4.2) Outlier Classification Results 

As was discussed in the previous chapter, LOF values are classified by using what is called the 

Interquartile Range concept, for each sliding window of values. Figure 4.1 and 4.2 illustrate a 

series of boxplots for different windows, constructed by using the Minitab statistical software, 

in which figure 4.1 specifically shows a boxplot considering only normal values, and figure 4.2 

shows both normal and outliers values. The window size N is of 500 and the nearest neighbor k 

value is of 10. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Boxplot for LOF Values without outliers  

Figure 4.2: Boxplot for LOF Values with outliers  
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As is clear from the analysis of these boxplots, the LOF values subjective nature from time 

instance to time instance is evident, that is, a LOF  value might be an outlier in one window but 

normal for another. The following table presents the values of each quartile and median for 

these three instances, as well as their interquartile ranges. 

First Quartile Median Third Quartile Interquartile 

Range 

Labeling Limit 

0.9035 1.0026 1.1469 0.2434 1.512 

0.9666 1.0336 1.1390 0.1724 1.397 

0.8981 0.9910 1.1259 0.2278 1.467 

 

By knowing these parameters, it becomes quite simple to establish a labeling value limit by 

using the already mentioned formula: �  � �  =  + �  × .5 

Knowing this limit, outliers can be labeled for each time instance, as can be seen in table 4.5, 

which shows classification for the LOF values at � . 

Measurement Index LOF Values Outlier Label 

121 0.84507 0 

122 0.84555 0 

123 0.84477 0 

124 0.89967 0 

125 1.07257 0 

126 1.64053 1 

127 1.79583 1 

128 1.80096 1 

129 1.28146 0 

130 1.26339 0 

 

 

4.3) Apache Spark Streaming Performance 

 

Having evaluated the results from the used outlier detection algorithm in a data stream, it is 

now time to look at how well the Spark Streaming module behaved, when it comes to the 

processing of JSON messages, namely the exhibited fault tolerance, processing speed and 

scheduling delays. First, a comparative evaluation for different incremental LOF parameters 

will be done. Secondly, the number of inputs per batch interval shall be varied, so that the 

effects of the parallelization of partitions can be become evident.  

I  o de  to e aluate “pa k “t ea i g s pe fo a e, the “pa k UI ill e used to present the 

results.  

 

Table 4.4: Statistics for different boxplots 

Table 4.5: Sample of classification for 10 LOF values from time instance �   
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4.3.1) Application Setup 

 

 Figure 4.3 demonstrates the common DAG for each Spark Job in the application, provided by 

the Spark UI. In terms of structure, it is very similar to that of figure 3.4 shown in Chapter 3. 

The only change which was implemented was the addition of an element count as an output, 

and has to do with the fact that, in order to test “pa k s pe fo a e, the output had to e 
sufficiently time consuming for each cycle of the Spark Streaming Context. Counting elements, 

not being an overly complex output function, does force the application to execute the 

necessary computations so that the effects of data parallelization can become evident.  

A very important aspect that needs to be mentioned is the fact that this Spark application was 

deployed in local mode, as was discussed before. In this situation, only one JVM is used within 

a single local machine, and data can only be parallelized over the existing threads in the CPU 

cores. The reason this deployment mode was chosen was because it is ideal for tests in 

prototype applications that do not have to deal with real world scenarios. The used local 

machine possessed for 4 cores. 
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Figure 4.3: Spark Application Job DAG  
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4.3.2) Spark’s Performance for Different incremental LOF parameters 

I  o de  to test the i pa t of i easi g algo ith  o ple it  fo  “pa k s data p o essi g, 
three cases were tested, where the size of the window N and nearest neighbor k were varied. 

Case 1: N=50 and K=5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Data processing statistics for N=50 and k=5   
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Case 2: N=100 and   K=8 

 

 

Case 3: N=500 and K=11 

 

Figure 4.5: Data processing statistics for N=100 and k=8 

Figure 4.6: Data processing statistics for N=500 and k=11   
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Case Average Processing Time Average Scheduling Delay 

1 116 ms 0 ms 

2 157 ms 0 ms 

3 >800 ms >1 min 

 

 

By looking at these results, it is clear that data processing for algorithms of lower complexity 

works better in the Spark Streaming Module. In both the first and second cases, the average  

scheduling delay in the processing of boiler measurements, that is, the time each message 

needs to wait before it gets processed, is pretty much zero, as can be seen beside the second 

graph in both figures 4.4 and 4.5 respectively. This means that the chosen batch interval was 

sufficient to handle the algorithm computations (1 second). In case three though, as shown in 

figure 4.6 it becomes evident that data processing is not viable, due to the fact that the 

processing time of each JSON message is much bigger than the batch interval.  

 Specifically, if one analyses figure 4.7, it becomes clear that the processing time for case 3 is 

exactly two times bigger than that of the defined  batch interval of 1 second. This of course 

causes an increasing scheduling delay, as can be seen again in the second graph from figure 

4.6, because JSON messages arrive faster than the time that Spark Streaming takes to process 

the , hi h i  p a ti e ea s that if a essage M  a i es at the “pa k D i e, it s s heduli g 
delay will be equal to the time it takes to process all the queued messages from M0 to Mn-1 

that ha e t ee  p o essed et.  

This does t happe  i  the p e ious t o ases e ause the processing time of each message 

that is received in the batch interval, is smaller than that same batch interval, which means 

essages do t get ueued, aiti g to e p o essed.  

The reason why the data processing time takes this long for bigger values of the N and k 

parameters, is mainly because of the sequential nature of the incremental LOF algorithm. Since 

all the operations depend on themselves, one operation cannot be completed without 

Figure 4.7: Specific statistics for each batch interval in case 3   

Table 4.6: Summary of relevant parameters for all use cases  
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concluding the previous one, which defeats the paradigm of data parallelization that Spark 

uses. Even though a lot of partitions might be formed, they cannot be executed in parallel 

effectively, because one specific operation can create a bottleneck, and because all operations 

have to be done in sequence, the processing time is completely dependent on that bottleneck. 

4.3.3) Spark’s Performance for Different Input Volumes  

I  this su se tio  a  a al sis of “pa k s pe fo a e ith diffe e t le els of data pa allelis  is 
conducted, by changing the number of available cores in the local machine. Constant 

incremental LOF parameters of N=50 and k=5 are used, to simplify computations. 

Case 1:  #Inputs=1 per second   

1 Core Performance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.8: Spark statistics for one input and one core  
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3 Cores Performance 

 

 

Case 2: #Inputs=1000 per second 

1 Core Performance 

 

Figure 4.9: Spark statistics for one input and several cores  

Figure 4.10: Spark statistics for one thousand inputs and one core  
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3 Cores Performance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.11: Spark statistics for one thousand inputs and several cores  
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Case 3: #Inputs=5000 per second 

1 Core Performance 

 

 

3 Cores Performance 

 

Figure 4.12: Spark statistics for five thousand inputs and one core  

Figure 4.13: Spark statistics for five thousand inputs and several cores  
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Case Average Processing Time Average Scheduling Delay 

1 1 core: 107 ms 

3 cores: 110 ms 

1 core: 0 ms 

3 cores: 0 ms 

2 1 core: 166 ms 

3 cores: 140 ms 

1 core: 0 ms 

3 cores: 0 ms 

3 1 core: 370 ms 

3 cores: 283 ms 

1 core: 0 ms 

3 cores: 0 ms 

 

 

I  the fi st ase i  hi h the i put is kept at  e o d pe  se o d, the u e  of pa titio s is t 
that significant, as can be seen in the stages shown in figures 4.14 and 4.15. Because of this 

fact, having more cores available for data processing is irrelevant, since there are not enough 

partitions to divide amongst the nodes, resulting in a very similar performance. 

This situation changes when the input number is increased, namely, data processing becomes 

significantly faster in the case where all cores from the local machine are used with a 

difference of about 90 ms in the last case. As can been in figure 4.15, because the number of 

partitions is so high, that is, the number of tasks, it is now possible to parallelize their 

processing between different cores. 

Even though the reader might be disappointed with these minimal changes in the speed of the 

data processing, it is important to notice that because Spark was deployed in local mode, the 

advantages of data parallelization are significantly smaller than if the same application was 

executed in a distributed environment with multiple JVMs and nodes. 

Table 4.7: Summary of relevant parameters for all use cases  

Figure 4.14: Number of tasks for each stage with 1 core 

Figure 4.15: Number of tasks for each stage with several cores 
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Another relevant aspect to take into account is that, because only measurements from a single 

water boiler were provided, the parallelization by source suggested in Chapter 3 was 

impossible to test in this use case, and the possible benefits it would have for the processing 

speed. 

4.4) Data Storage and Visualization  

In this step, the acquired labeled LOF values are stored for further processing and visualization.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.16 illustrates how values are stored in one of the sources mentioned in section 3.1, a 

MySQL database. After being stored, a service is created to represent those values in a 

graphical format, so that outliers can become more clearly evident. Figure 4.17 shows a very 

simple graphical representation using the D3.js library, as well as warnings displayed on the 

o se s o sole ega di g i fo atio  a out outlie  data poi ts.  

 

Figure 4.16: MySQL table with LOF values and labels 

Figure 4.17: D3.js graphic representing outliers and normal instances  

ID: 126 ID: 127 

ID: 128 ID: 129 

Outlier Instance 

Normal Instance 
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4.5) Decision Tree Classifier Analysis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As was discussed in section 3.2, a key interest for this application, would be to determine what 

are the most significant attributes from each measurement, that lead to their classification as 

being an outlier or normal data instance. In order to accomplish this, a decision tree classifier 

was built using the Machine Learning Library provided by Spark. 

This machine learning library received labeled data points as the ones presented in figure 4.18 

and computed a decision tree based on their values. The node impurity measure considered in 

the construction of this decision tree was the Gini Impurity measurement, since it was deemed 

as the most simple to implement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.18: LIBSVM file for received JSON messages  

Figure 4.19: Sample of the obtained Decision Tree Classifier for the boiler data  
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Attribute Index Attribute Meaning 

7 Boiler power in Watts 

8 Primary water boiler temperature 

9 Primary water boiler default temperature 

50 Operation time for water heating 

52 Hot water heating start number  

54 Hot water outside temperature 

61 Pump operation mode  

 

 

A sample of the resulting decision tree is presented in figure 4.19, as well as a list of all 

attributes which were deemed relevant for the model construction. The complete decision 

tree may be found in appendix A. As can be observed, there are some inconsistencies and 

redundancies in this model, for example the fact that some split attributes lead to the same 

outcome, so they are unnecessary to consider in the model. However, some interesting and 

meaningful variables were deemed relevant, like the primary temperature in the water boiler. 

Ultimately, the results of this decision tree model can only be evaluated accurately if one 

possesses labeled measurements that can be used to test the model, and see how it classifies 

that instance. Unfortunately, there were no labeled measurements available. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.8: Relevant attributes for data classification 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions and Future Work 
 

This final chapter gives an overview of the objectives which were fulfilled with this dissertation 

and conclusions that can be derived from the obtained results. Lastly, even though a basic 

prototype has been built, there are many aspects to improve upon, which are also debated in 

this chapter. 

 

5.1) Conclusions 

 

The goal for this master thesis was to develop a backend application that was capable of 

detecting outliers in data stream measurements from sensors of multiple water boilers.  

Regarding the use of the incremental LOF algorithm, the overall result was fairly reasonable, 

considering that there was no data from already labeled measurements available to evaluate 

the results. Namely, a working prototype was successfully constructed, detecting both single 

outlier instances as well as groups of outliers in a time interval of merely one second, if the 

window size and k neighbors value are not too high. The lack of subjectiveness from the 

original incremental LOF algorithm (the fact it did not work for values closer to 1) was also 

solved in the used approach, by continuously determining statistics based in boxplots for each 

window of values, for each new measurement that arrived. The major issue with the 

incremental LOF is that it is a highly complex algorithm, requiring a great number of operations 

depending on the accuracy one wishes to obtain. 

Apache Spark and Spark Streaming were also quite efficient to work with, providing an easy, 

compact syntax to perform map reduce operations which was not available before in other 

engines and modules. An analysis was conducted on the effects of the applicatio s le el of 
parallelism, which showed the potential for future work in a distributed computation 

environment. Because there were only measurements from one water boiler, parallelization 

by data source was not achieved, but nevertheless data was divided into partitions 

successfully, proving that it is possible to implement this in future projects. 

The offline phase was also a very relevant step for understanding the domain of the 

measurements, and to provide insights on what parameters from the sensor measurements 

were more relevant in the division between outliers and normal data instances.  
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5.2) Future Work   

 

Starting firstly with the outlier detection methodology used for this project, it was seen that 

the proposed algorithm was of a too high complexity to process measurements from water 

boilers fast enough, for a high number of samples and nearest neighbors in the incremental 

LOF algorithm. In order to solve this issue, this algorithm, which is by definition sequential, 

should be adapted to run computations in parallel, so that data processing can happen without 

bottleneck operations as the application runs. Using approximation theory to simplify 

computations is also a possibility. 

Another challenge was that there were no previously classified measurements, which made it 

impossible to evaluate the performance of the used algorithm based on real case scenarios. 

With labeled test datasets being  provided, the algorithm performance can be evaluated. 

Regarding the Apache Spark engine and the Spark Streaming module, since all tests were 

performed in local mode, the data processing speed displayed reasonably good results. 

However, in order to fully take advantage of this its special characteristics, Spark should be 

deployed in a cluster, that is, a distributed computation scenario with multiple nodes (JVMs) 

and even more cores, so that data parallelization for high inputs of data can be accomplished 

and that fault tolerance can be tested.  Still regarding Spark, a library was created in December 

2015, called Spark-ts, which specializes in processing time series data, and should be tested to 

assert its usefulness for sequential data alongside Spark Streaming. 

The offline phase in which a decision tree classifier was created to assert the relevance of the 

measured attributes, could be eliminated with the introduction of a Very Fast Decision Tree 

algorithm, for example, which is a way to classify measurements from a data stream, as they 

arrive, and so it can be naturally incorporated within the application. 

On the other hand, in order to scale the proposed application so that all workers in Bosch TT 

can access it with ease, a cloud service should be used, like Amazon Web Services for example. 

Finally, an improvement of the data visualization graphics and outlier detection should be 

done.   
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Appendix A 
 

LOF Values Complete Tables for Boxplot Construction  

 

 

N=500 

K=10 

 
Measurement Index T0 T1 T2 

1 1.286653 3.471911 1.479143 

2 1.054881 1.168133 1.048329 

3 0.886006 1.005684 0.891414 

4 0.859723 0.969059 0.907276 

5 0.859966 0.96906 0.907277 

6 0.922738 0.965821 0.902376 

7 0.992912 1.016455 0.971577 

8 0.974606 1.011479 0.961932 

9 0.909071 0.972945 0.903238 

10 0.881276 0.955486 0.876664 

11 0.882064 0.955983 0.877416 

12 0.921794 0.98104 0.915279 

13 1.001202 1.031254 0.990918 

14 0.996492 1.029048 0.986392 

15 0.976001 1.016686 0.966821 

16 0.951512 1.000756 0.943511 

17 0.945983 0.996914 0.938309 

18 0.94417 0.995765 0.936581 

19 0.959603 1.005211 0.95136 

20 0.961496 1.006188 0.953203 

21 0.934105 0.988681 0.927169 

22 0.920544 0.980181 0.914251 

23 1.089025 1.099134 1.072243 

24 1.087422 1.098012 1.070705 

25 0.945722 0.998781 0.934769 

26 0.936041 0.992002 0.925482 

27 1.009907 1.043729 0.996344 

28 1.009463 1.043418 0.995918 

29 1.028178 1.056524 1.013872 

30 1.415792 1.327964 1.385717 

31 1.02537 1.049481 1.013326 

32 1.025507 1.04957 1.013456 

33 1.025205 1.049373 1.013168 

34 1.029182 1.051969 1.016967 

35 1.030975 1.05311 1.018679 

36 1.02692 1.050482 1.014806 

37 0.915057 0.976742 0.909025 

38 0.922123 0.981171 0.915756 

39 0.920613 0.980225 0.914318 

40 0.922963 0.981698 0.916556 

41 0.914469 0.973118 0.908963 

42 0.911201 0.971154 0.905861 

43 0.905941 0.967992 0.900869 

44 0.896644 0.962403 0.892043 

45 0.872288 0.947762 0.868925 

46 0.872 0.947589 0.868652 

47 0.880772 0.952862 0.876978 

48 1.004105 1.026666 0.993685 
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49 1.243516 1.172098 1.221108 

50 1.138278 1.122196 1.121419 

51 1.007115 1.037355 0.996186 

52 0.9687 1.012506 0.959507 

53 0.939528 0.987437 0.932897 

54 0.894689 0.960778 0.890379 

55 0.886812 0.956097 0.882909 

56 0.905918 0.96734 0.901051 

57 0.907631 0.968356 0.902675 

58 0.903738 0.966048 0.898984 

59 0.901749 0.964867 0.897098 

60 0.90185 0.964928 0.897194 

61 0.898808 0.963123 0.89431 

62 0.947602 0.998922 0.939599 

63 0.945174 0.997363 0.937282 

64 0.947705 0.998988 0.939697 

65 0.89704 0.959816 0.892855 

66 0.89566 0.959021 0.891551 

67 0.890776 0.956209 0.886933 

68 0.890615 0.956116 0.886781 

69 0.900691 0.961762 0.896316 

70 0.898841 0.960558 0.894576 

71 0.881825 0.950574 0.878514 

72 0.878841 0.94874 0.875712 

73 0.878841 0.94874 0.875712 

74 0.884126 0.951596 0.880722 

75 0.885816 0.952558 0.882319 

76 0.882623 0.95059 0.879315 

77 0.873462 0.945308 0.870671 

78 0.874351 0.945812 0.87151 

79 0.882623 0.95059 0.879315 

80 0.875336 0.946299 0.872447 

81 0.873283 0.945073 0.870516 

82 0.873897 0.945421 0.871095 

83 0.877206 0.947296 0.874219 

84 1.360143 1.250446 1.331843 

85 1.389307 1.268749 1.359615 

86 0.89969 0.960931 0.895346 

87 0.885787 0.95295 0.882205 

88 0.894703 0.958069 0.890632 

89 0.864647 0.940815 0.862224 

90 0.843123 0.92846 0.84188 

91 0.845845 0.930022 0.844453 

92 0.925279 0.97562 0.919532 

93 0.929715 0.978167 0.923724 

94 1.195539 1.13185 1.174841 

95 1.241405 1.147983 1.214789 

96 1.259795 1.167413 1.234427 

97 1.259282 1.16711 1.233942 

98 0.941256 0.982504 0.934653 

99 0.855352 0.934262 0.853633 

100 0.858942 0.936278 0.857019 

101 0.866804 0.940693 0.864434 

102 0.867633 0.941159 0.865216 

103 0.87308 0.944218 0.870353 

104 0.870543 0.942793 0.867961 

105 0.875313 0.945472 0.872459 

106 0.985162 1.017954 0.97523 

107 0.980638 1.014997 0.970908 

108 0.982095 1.015911 0.972296 

109 0.981667 1.015642 0.971887 

110 0.906458 0.962477 0.901863 

111 0.871077 0.942731 0.868514 

112 0.876 0.945479 0.873154 

113 0.864275 0.938935 0.862102 

114 0.856957 0.934851 0.855205 

115 0.858059 0.935466 0.856244 

116 0.869183 0.941715 0.8667 
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117 0.875419 0.945201 0.872578 

118 0.942001 0.982428 0.935347 

119 0.911004 0.970477 0.90465 

120 0.850762 0.932907 0.847304 

121 0.845073 0.929359 0.841889 

122 0.845552 0.929658 0.842345 

123 0.844772 0.929171 0.841602 

124 0.899672 0.963409 0.893863 

125 1.072574 1.07124 1.058452 

126 1.640529 1.394814 1.593775 

127 1.795833 1.489597 1.741132 

128 1.80096 1.492725 1.745996 

129 1.281465 1.234154 1.25685 

130 1.263385 1.221485 1.239505 

131 0.991605 1.031039 0.978772 

132 0.959516 1.008553 0.947987 

133 0.9624 1.010574 0.950754 

134 0.971009 1.016607 0.959013 

135 1.165145 1.151204 1.145926 

136 1.032757 1.05986 1.019009 

137 0.946983 1.000663 0.936736 

138 0.92787 0.987463 0.918412 

139 0.951056 1.003477 0.940641 

140 1.040668 1.065367 1.026554 

141 1.18966 1.167839 1.169578 

142 1.06307 1.081208 1.048144 

143 0.997638 1.036269 0.985314 

144 0.970608 1.017563 0.9594 

145 0.970608 1.017563 0.9594 

146 1.043247 1.067915 1.0292 

147 1.058401 1.078367 1.043735 

148 0.999475 1.03691 0.986542 

149 1.00585 1.041362 0.992657 

150 1.013783 1.046902 1.000266 

151 1.134994 1.132241 1.116251 

152 1.268742 1.227045 1.24447 

153 1.134409 1.133956 1.115058 

154 1.056194 1.078081 1.039957 

155 1.066453 1.08541 1.049808 

156 1.089385 1.101792 1.071827 

157 1.118617 1.122674 1.099895 

158 1.46032 1.368788 1.423536 

159 1.45924 1.367984 1.422498 

160 1.460512 1.368931 1.42372 

161 1.461728 1.369837 1.424888 

162 2.427553 1.89531 2.335571 

163 0.868591 0.942446 0.866037 

164 0.867391 0.941765 0.864905 

165 0.88034 0.949122 0.877132 

166 0.875465 0.946352 0.872528 

167 0.839573 0.92596 0.838638 

168 0.883739 0.951053 0.880341 

169 0.889192 0.954151 0.88549 

170 0.863916 0.929664 0.853343 

171 0.94996 1.018975 0.961507 

172 0.952695 1.020795 0.964046 

173 0.950307 1.019196 0.961827 

174 0.950307 1.019196 0.961827 

175 0.822142 0.901596 0.799263 

176 0.880851 0.945985 0.863013 

177 0.881122 0.946159 0.863268 

178 0.988631 1.02089 0.974298 

179 0.991584 1.025514 0.981776 

180 0.961936 1.006784 0.95351 

181 0.897988 0.966354 0.892479 

182 0.883924 0.957312 0.878997 

183 0.884316 0.957561 0.87937 

184 0.927878 0.985221 0.920827 
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185 0.993434 1.027129 0.983326 

186 1.045815 1.060854 1.033287 

187 1.039733 1.057239 1.027488 

188 0.974507 1.015287 0.965269 

189 0.921564 0.981352 0.914815 

190 0.894375 0.964102 0.888961 

191 0.903658 0.970095 0.897888 

192 0.903791 0.970179 0.898014 

193 0.939791 0.993016 0.932276 

194 0.968118 1.010972 0.959037 

195 0.944442 0.996031 0.936191 

196 1.001449 1.032921 0.990618 

197 1.128986 1.115452 1.112385 

198 1.132394 1.117657 1.115639 

199 1.148433 1.124252 1.131139 

200 0.946498 0.996334 0.938639 

201 0.947373 0.996889 0.939474 

202 0.876864 0.952224 0.872259 

203 0.880933 0.954746 0.876122 

204 0.880314 0.954354 0.875531 

205 0.903499 0.969045 0.897633 

206 0.983055 1.018876 0.973089 

207 1.045989 1.059523 1.03223 

208 1.167413 1.139142 1.148232 

209 1.342662 1.254056 1.315657 

210 1.220245 1.173785 1.198705 

211 2.634602 2.136616 2.548524 

212 2.629463 2.133086 2.543605 

213 3.032634 2.557308 2.919455 

214 3.263455 2.723045 3.140606 

215 1.18914 1.169031 1.166559 

216 1.216665 1.188768 1.192982 

217 1.213456 1.186467 1.189901 

218 1.200447 1.177139 1.177412 

219 1.189017 1.168943 1.166441 

220 1.166963 1.153128 1.145269 

221 1.150261 1.141152 1.129236 

222 1.024039 1.054588 1.010644 

223 0.96633 1.014656 0.955309 

224 1.112141 1.115548 1.09512 

225 1.133016 1.129992 1.115136 

226 1.011397 1.045803 0.998543 

227 1.016956 1.049647 1.003873 

228 1.016446 1.049295 1.003384 

229 1.007288 1.042999 0.994755 

230 1.015733 1.04882 1.002852 

231 0.999836 1.037645 0.987393 

232 1.124823 1.125213 1.106489 

233 1.140128 1.138701 1.120392 

234 1.080879 1.096201 1.063491 

235 1.055921 1.078299 1.039522 

236 1.00005 1.038222 0.985865 

237 1.110856 1.117704 1.092279 

238 1.152038 1.147244 1.13183 

239 1.142406 1.140335 1.12258 

240 2.197684 1.902521 2.127819 

241 2.20075 1.904806 2.13076 

242 2.202133 1.905836 2.132087 

243 2.20805 1.910246 2.137764 

244 1.039391 1.065925 1.023532 

245 1.044969 1.069927 1.028888 

246 1.031321 1.060133 1.015781 

247 1.016934 1.049808 1.001965 

248 1.019605 1.051725 1.00453 

249 1.172849 1.161826 1.15143 

250 1.19364 1.176807 1.171398 

251 1.208141 1.187256 1.185326 

252 1.239523 1.209868 1.215467 
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253 0.773441 0.835212 0.760072 

254 0.770279 0.832838 0.75704 

255 1.558949 1.428807 1.514274 

256 1.816364 1.647648 1.755123 

257 1.820562 1.650948 1.759146 

258 1.467787 1.371867 1.42001 

259 1.468927 1.372765 1.421102 

260 1.46554 1.370096 1.417857 

261 1.464532 1.369302 1.416891 

262 1.777636 1.616 1.716839 

263 1.923696 1.717001 1.859401 

264 0.88409 0.925056 0.868023 

265 1.221967 1.181903 1.193676 

266 0.939497 0.972887 0.922547 

267 1.743545 1.489407 1.696745 

268 1.102591 1.09018 1.087493 

269 1.007852 1.031831 0.997385 

270 0.947871 0.994889 0.940334 

271 0.903757 0.96772 0.898377 

272 0.879018 0.952812 0.875014 

273 0.871061 0.947511 0.86729 

274 0.865675 0.944196 0.862167 

275 0.873954 0.949291 0.870041 

276 0.966981 1.006533 0.958515 

277 1.129827 1.106737 1.11339 

278 2.585632 2.006994 2.496739 

279 1.338783 1.285387 1.306618 

280 1.210239 1.188342 1.183088 

281 1.218516 1.194591 1.191042 

282 1.363395 1.278916 1.330133 

283 1.542592 1.382641 1.501167 

284 1.566822 1.38088 1.523949 

285 1.557031 1.374349 1.514605 

286 2.020561 1.760723 1.961338 

287 1.274772 1.213866 1.246412 

288 1.304189 1.248132 1.277571 

289 1.897768 1.670491 1.847168 

290 0.981798 1.023466 0.968768 

291 2.079538 1.786821 2.017958 

292 1.255682 1.21729 1.231623 

293 1.279977 1.234483 1.254939 

294 1.303859 1.251384 1.277859 

295 0.95582 1.005098 0.943825 

296 0.980921 1.022867 0.967916 

297 0.999982 1.038451 0.987249 

298 1.0338 1.062131 1.019644 

299 1.041882 1.067778 1.027396 

300 1.074879 1.090913 1.058999 

301 1.074879 1.090913 1.058999 

302 1.048657 1.072565 1.033841 

303 1.034537 1.062818 1.020154 

304 1.059052 1.080125 1.04359 

305 1.092574 1.103659 1.07577 

306 1.114116 1.118282 1.096548 

307 1.046714 1.070321 1.032173 

308 0.994898 1.034357 0.982772 

309 0.991673 1.03213 0.979681 

310 0.991449 1.031975 0.979466 

311 1.031074 1.059407 1.01768 

312 1.022815 1.053728 1.009763 

313 1.023018 1.054013 1.009879 

314 1.026614 1.056455 1.013345 

315 1.035083 1.062289 1.021464 

316 1.029026 1.05811 1.01566 

317 1.02788 1.057245 1.014594 

318 1.036375 1.063089 1.022738 

319 1.017657 1.050021 1.004862 

320 1.041196 1.065404 1.027549 
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321 1.031056 1.058022 1.017955 

322 1.041359 1.06274 1.028147 

323 0.968085 1.013381 0.958237 

324 0.991449 1.028888 0.980583 

325 0.959917 1.005734 0.950617 

326 0.949922 0.996784 0.941255 

327 0.984136 1.018672 0.973888 

328 0.89069 0.957247 0.885727 

329 0.849062 0.932209 0.846518 

330 0.849062 0.932209 0.846518 

331 0.835305 0.923916 0.833459 

332 0.843011 0.928561 0.840773 

333 0.843659 0.928952 0.841388 

334 1.234081 1.203002 1.203224 

335 1.228558 1.198758 1.197919 

336 1.228193 1.198477 1.197568 

337 1.230901 1.200558 1.200169 

338 1.230541 1.200282 1.199824 

339 1.200432 1.174155 1.169874 

340 1.541191 1.434319 1.494886 

341 1.639025 1.510024 1.587744 

342 1.737549 1.587465 1.681477 

343 1.598069 1.478501 1.547638 

344 1.718253 1.572579 1.662892 

345 1.601574 1.481314 1.551723 

346 1.490574 1.395286 1.446383 

347 1.253158 1.215146 1.220878 

348 1.267147 1.225911 1.234312 

349 1.244328 1.213669 1.214785 

350 1.242867 1.212557 1.213382 

351 1.217186 1.194871 1.189649 

352 1.180502 1.167549 1.154902 

353 1.211249 1.190739 1.184453 

354 1.17537 1.164651 1.150896 

355 1.154031 1.149434 1.131 

356 1.158912 1.153067 1.135691 

357 1.124513 1.127818 1.102862 

358 1.150906 1.147324 1.128114 

359 1.14975 1.146465 1.127003 

360 1.180565 1.169313 1.156511 

361 1.193701 1.179058 1.168935 

362 1.200469 1.184008 1.175229 

363 1.19522 1.180084 1.170183 

364 1.198918 1.182724 1.173483 

365 1.20109 1.18397 1.175222 

366 1.22111 1.198718 1.194147 

367 1.232528 1.206955 1.204762 

368 1.302705 1.259953 1.27169 

369 1.290086 1.250321 1.259294 

370 1.331576 1.28189 1.299112 

371 1.242097 1.21393 1.213222 

372 1.20337 1.184654 1.176281 

373 1.304325 1.261224 1.273026 

374 1.304649 1.26147 1.273338 

375 1.251971 1.221371 1.22353 

376 1.268611 1.233926 1.239522 

377 1.192031 1.175115 1.166511 

378 1.20617 1.177382 1.181716 

379 1.112387 1.105809 1.092421 

380 1.020592 1.039417 1.006336 

381 1.003655 1.02702 0.991001 

382 0.9773 1.010636 0.966757 

383 1.006941 1.028226 0.995588 

384 0.950327 0.992056 0.942121 

385 0.873952 0.946493 0.870033 

386 0.877462 0.948606 0.873364 

387 0.785579 0.894183 0.786417 

388 0.78682 0.894926 0.787594 
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389 0.881925 0.951555 0.877675 

390 0.969758 1.004707 0.960849 

391 1.046599 1.052277 1.033712 

392 1.013836 1.035124 1.002638 

393 0.989931 1.023671 0.980032 

394 0.998862 1.029701 0.98856 

395 1.018868 1.040885 1.007623 

396 1.04076 1.051679 1.028356 

397 0.959486 1.000625 0.951141 

398 0.859514 0.93942 0.856235 

399 0.862964 0.941533 0.859515 

400 0.776612 0.88892 0.777508 

401 0.871054 0.946847 0.867354 

402 0.957739 0.999726 0.949655 

403 1.017795 1.037327 1.006671 

404 0.982431 1.016275 0.973005 

405 0.978266 1.016969 0.969126 

406 0.972553 1.013362 0.96368 

407 0.95274 0.999124 0.944848 

408 0.996623 1.026478 0.986628 

409 0.943649 0.992446 0.936271 

410 0.873392 0.948963 0.869387 

411 0.963797 1.004887 0.955438 

412 0.818794 0.915003 0.817343 

413 0.80811 0.908381 0.807176 

414 1.073003 1.071383 1.059258 

415 1.049021 1.057313 1.03642 

416 0.879992 0.95042 0.875236 

417 0.88384 0.952787 0.878895 

418 1.052843 1.051942 1.039283 

419 1.049942 1.050196 1.03653 

420 1.054045 1.052666 1.040423 

421 0.773346 0.882684 0.77484 

422 0.774107 0.883121 0.775559 

423 0.831754 0.917998 0.830996 

424 0.831137 0.917655 0.830414 

425 0.855995 0.933174 0.854404 

426 0.859132 0.934894 0.857355 

427 0.856009 0.93328 0.854402 

428 0.876046 0.944449 0.873244 

429 0.870804 0.941765 0.868294 

430 0.871585 0.942472 0.868934 

431 0.837263 0.923717 0.836291 

432 0.821987 0.914825 0.821574 

433 0.890232 0.954839 0.885967 

434 0.889818 0.954597 0.885575 

435 0.957894 0.995617 0.949981 

436 1.00321 1.024373 0.992998 

437 0.932572 0.984074 0.925987 

438 0.941291 0.989349 0.934267 

439 0.915119 0.975227 0.909391 

440 1.005507 1.029409 0.995257 

441 0.959149 0.999438 0.951215 

442 0.958272 0.99891 0.950383 

443 0.783897 0.892585 0.784399 

444 0.793542 0.897798 0.793361 

445 0.803103 0.903636 0.802446 

446 0.95309 0.994805 0.944389 

447 1.051883 1.059582 1.038442 

448 1.03431 1.048472 1.021699 

449 1.006577 1.038493 0.995337 

450 0.982952 1.024077 0.972688 

451 0.959864 1.008788 0.950607 

452 1.026275 1.05248 1.014108 

453 1.058932 1.074084 1.045338 

454 1.018489 1.045517 1.006791 

455 1.011226 1.040768 0.999852 

456 0.919283 0.980341 0.912247 
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457 0.896866 0.965823 0.890843 

458 0.897091 0.966239 0.891271 

459 0.926041 0.984682 0.91882 

460 0.926041 0.984682 0.91882 

461 0.921745 0.981403 0.914373 

462 0.986136 1.023631 0.975601 

463 1.040426 1.060226 1.027165 

464 1.090839 1.094902 1.075008 

465 1.024433 1.050911 1.0109 

466 1.055332 1.073461 1.039937 

467 1.096299 1.103477 1.078727 

468 1.185579 1.168278 1.164048 

469 1.228373 1.200102 1.204724 

470 1.224764 1.197511 1.201258 

471 1.104538 1.113016 1.084914 

472 1.149642 1.146575 1.127695 

473 1.217944 1.195059 1.193611 

474 1.217834 1.194979 1.193506 

475 1.274321 1.232782 1.248063 

476 1.272987 1.231817 1.246782 

477 1.01943 1.048635 1.005116 

478 0.97233 1.014998 0.960657 

479 1.115142 1.113296 1.097517 

480 1.059787 1.075648 1.045232 

481 1.057413 1.074038 1.042959 

482 1.060096 1.075858 1.045528 

483 0.820911 0.912781 0.814736 

484 0.879776 0.950061 0.867148 

485 0.989022 1.018638 0.964622 

486 1.005525 1.044118 0.996963 

487 1.007579 1.023295 0.967309 

488 1.021969 1.051958 1.007148 

489 1.00795 1.059779 1.017845 

490 1.01291 1.061457 1.020098 

491 1.012666 1.061294 1.019872 

492 1.004219 1.055643 1.01202 

493 1.015083 1.06291 1.022118 

494 1.025947 1.070178 1.032216 

495 1.004219 1.055643 1.01202 

496 1.015083 1.044015 0.995862 

497 1.014971 1.043959 0.995785 

498 1.001949 1.035244 1.007044 

499 0.966201 1.011324 0.976682 

500 0.933623 0.66698 0.916115 

 

 

  

Complete Decision Tree Classifier Model  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table A.1: Complete list of LOF values for N=500 and k=10 
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Attribute Index Attribute Meaning 

0 ID of the JSON message 

7 Boiler power in Watts 

8 Primary water boiler temperature 

9 Primary water boiler default temperature 

50 Operation time for water heating 

52 Hot water heating start number  

54 Hot water outside temperature 

61 Pump operation mode  

62 Flame operation time 

Figure A.1: Full Decision Tree Classifier for boiler measurement attributes 

Table A.2: Complete attribute list meaning 
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